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A Good Road to Travel
This years Town Report is dedicated to those early
settlers of Chichester whom tenaciously blazed the
roads and highways that we travel upon today.
Throughout this report you will find information from
those that keep Chichester running, along with a
glimpse at those that shaped Chichester into the
^i. beloved heart of rural integrity that shall endure the
test of time.
if
The picture presented here shows that part of Town known as the Pine
Ground. Imagine yourself heading north on Gihnanton Road, also known as
the Ossipee Turnpike stopping for a nights rest at the Haines Store on your
left. Gilmanton Road remained much like this until 1950 when it was
rebuilt as Route 28. which now passes Stevie D's Country Store and Deli.





Town Offices Closed in Observance of the Following Holidays
New Years Day Memorial Day Veterans Day
Martin Luther King Day Independence Day Thanksgiving Day
Presidents Day Labor Day Christmas Day
Columbus Day
Town Website www .chichestemh .org
Town E-mail selectmen@chichestemh.org
Town Postings Located at Town Hall and Library
Origin: Chichester is one of seven towns granted in 1 727 when New Hampshire was still a part of
Massachusetts. As were several other towns, it was named in honor of Thomas Pelham
Holies, Dukfe of Newcastle, Earl of Chichester and England's Secretary of State.
Demographics: 2004 Census: 2,482 residents. The median age is 38.0. Total number of household
units is 942.
Population Density 2004: 117.1 persons per square mile of land area. Chichester contains 2 1 .2 square
miles of land area and 0. 1 square miles of inland water area.
-INVENTORIES ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED IN CHICHESTER--
Impact fees are required for new residential dwellings
Tax bills are issued semi-annually
The last day to appeal your property tax is March I'*' following the final notice of tax
Exemptions Voted in Chichester: Elderly, Blind, Disabled, Solar, and Wood Heat System
Veteran's Credit and Exemptions must be submitted to the Selectmen's office by April 15'
Cemetery Lot Prices
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OFFICE HOURS AND PHONE NUMBERS
EMERGENCY DIAL: 9 1 1
MERRIMACK COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. (POLICE) 225-5006
TOWN HALL- 54 MAIN STREET
Telephone Number (603) 798-5350
Facsimile (603)798-3170
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Narrative 2008 Warrant by Article
Article 1 : This is the article in which you vote the town and school elected officials for the ensuing term.
Article 2 - 19: These are zoning amendments voted on the zoning ballot.
Article 20: This article is the total amount of the proposed Operating Budget. Individual "special" or "one
time" appropriations are not included in this dollar amount.
Article 21 : This article is authorization by the town for the 3 year lease/purchase of a rubber tired excavator for
the highway department. The Selectmen authorized the first payment from the highway department's 2007
operating budget. Equipment Rental line, seeing it more fiscally pmdcnt to spend these funds and own a piece
of equipment, rather than spending these flinds continuing to rent this piece of equipment. These funds would
have to be spent regardless as there is an essential need for this type of equipment. As this article is written, the
remaining funds are to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Fund already established for this purpose
causing no additional tax impact.
Article 22: This article is authorization by the town for the 3 year lease/purchase of a wheeled loader for the
highway department. The Selectmen propose making one balloon payment to exercise the early buyout option
and save additional interest costs. The town was in the position of spending more than what the current
backhoe/loader was worth, renting a loader indefinitely, or funding one to own. The Selectmen believe this
option to be the most fiscally prudent. As in the previous article, all remaining fiinds will be withdrawn from
the Capital Reserve Fund causing no additional tax impact.
Article 23: This article is a second option of the 3 year lease/purchase for the loader in the event the town does
not vote in the affirmative on Article #22. The Selectmen still support the purchase of a loader for the highway
department.
Article 24: This article is for the replacement of the 1990 ambulance,
received from ambulance billing and there is no tax impact.
All funding is realized through revenues
Article 25: This article is where the town votes to fund the Capital Reserve Accounts already established for
Capital Expenditures and projects identified by the town through its Capital Improvements Program.
Article 26: This article is a matching grant awarded to the town for new fireproof over pants for the firefighters
to wear while battling forest fires. The town will receive half of this appropriation back as offsetting revenue.
Article 27: This article is for Phase Two of the Center Road project and calls for the paving of the roadway.
Due to the amount of this appropriation, the Selectmen and Budget Committee did not recommend funding the
Town Roads Capital Reserve Fund this year, as outlined in Article 25. However, should this article not pass,
the Selectmen will move to amend Article 25 to include funding for the Town Roads Capital Reserve Fund.
Article 28: This article is for the repair and hot topping to the parking area in front of the Community Building.
This building is used on a regular basis by town organizations and rented for private use. The Town has
identified this parking area as a safety hazard and is recommending this appropriation. The funding for this
article is through the Capital Reserve fund already established for maintenance of Town Facilities. There is no
additional tax impact.
Article 29: This article is to replace the siding on the Community Building. Prior to the work commencing, the
town will seek three additional cost proposals, in an effort to get a firm and perhaps lower price closer to the
project start date.
Narrative 2008 Warrant by Article (Continued)
Article 30: This article is for repairs to Carpenter Park's existing irrigation system and the log cabin storage
shed utilized by the Parks & Recreation Commission, the Chichester Youth Association and the Old Home Day
Committee. A donation of $1000 will be received as offsetting revenue and all remaining funding will be
through the Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund with no money to be raised by taxation.
Article 31: This article is for the purchase of sixteen used but updated "Scott" air packs and bottles utilized by
the fire department for breathing apparatus by the firefighters when going into a burning, hazmat contaminated
or smoke-filled building. Currently the department's breathing apparatus is outdated and the oxygen bottles are
due to expire in two years. This option provides the department with safer equipment now, while affording the
town the time to explore grant options and establish Capital Reserve Funding for complete replacement in the
future.
Article 32: This article is for the establishment of a Capital Reserve Fund for the replacement of the above
mentioned breathing apparatus for the fire department.
Article 33: This article is to inform the taxpayers of the anticipated large influx in Land Use Change Tax
revenue to the town as a result of recent subdivision approvals by the Planning Board. The Selectmen
recognize the tremendous benefit this provides to the town and has worked with the Conservation Commission
to propose a compromise that will be in the best interest of all taxpayers.
Article 34: This article dissolves the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Account. From this year forward, the
expenditure of a police cruiser will be included in the police department's operating budget.
Article 35: Approval of this article will allow the town clerk and tax collector to accept credit cards for
payment of taxes registrations and fees.
Article 36: The intent of this article is to expand the participation in the updating of the town's Capital
Improvements Program to include members other than those of the Planning Board. The Capital Improvements
Program is an important budgeting tool that requires updating on an annual basis. It is this program that is
utilized for long range planning by all departments for the town's capital improvements and expenditures.
Article 37: This is a housekeeping article that requires the town to have a formal vote on record recognizing the
town's fire department as that of a municipal department. The legislature passed law in the 1990's requiring
towns to formally adopt the provisions of RSA 154:1 by town meeting 1996. The State Fire Marshall's office
recognizes, and always has recognized, the Chichester Fire/Rescue Department as a municipal fire department.
The Town of Chichester has never had a private fire department. Action on this article is not establishing
anything new; this is how Chichester Fire/Rescue has always operated. This vote brings the town into
compliance with the law.
Article 38 - 40: These are by petition and required by statute to be placed on the warrant if submitted in the
proper manner and time frame.
Article 41: This is a final "boilerplate" article in the event any reports may be presented, any committees are
established or any non-binding votes are taken.
Capital Improvements Program




Basic facilities and services, which ensure public health, safety and welfare, are a fundamental
responsibility of local government. The CIP identifies and recognizes these needs as being the
highest order of priority;
2. An informed, participatory decision making process is essential to community well being. The
CIP will make voters aware of proposed improvements that may be of particular interest and about major proposals
that will likely come before future Town or School District Meetings;
3. The CIP will help to maintain a stable property tax rate by avoiding untimely expenditures, which generate unstable
property tax impacts. Major capital projects are forecasted within a flexible framework designed to distribute the tax
burden attributable to capital expenditures over time;
4. Successful community planning necessitates a series of incremental steps designed to implement
our shared vision for the future. The CIP provides linkage between planning for our future needs
and spending on community.
5. Cooperative project planning can result in cost savings and the avoidance of duplication of
expenditures. Communication and coordination between Departments and Town and School
officials is considered essential;
6. Communities demonstrating sound fiscal health and high quality facilities and services are
attractive to investors of all kinds; homeowners, businesses and lending institutions. Decisions to
invest in Chichester may be influenced by improvements that enhance the quality of life for our
citizenry, work force and business owners. Capital improvement programming supports and
compliments broader community economic development objectives.
It is equally important to understand the limitations of a Capital Improvement Program:
1
.
The CIP process is not a means to micro-manage the budget development process. Preparation of
the Town and School District annual budgets is the responsibility of elected officials and
professional administrators. The CIP is a tool designed to aid in the development and consideration
of annual budgets.
2. The CIP process is not an allocation of fiinding for "wish lisf projects that are neither needed nor
likely to receive public fianding and support.
3. Although the program provides a framework to guide activity, the CIP should not be rigid and
inflexible. The CIP process cannot anticipate unusual changes in growth, economic conditions,
political behavior, emergencies, non-tax revenue sources and opportunities not predictable enough
to schedule.
4. The CIP should not be prepared in a vacuum. The Committee will continue to have representation
and seek input from the Planning Board, Town, School District and general public. In the future the public shall have
an opportunity to submit projects for consideration as part of an annual
review and amendment process. The Planning Board will solicit public comment on
recommendations prior to their adoption.
Although the recommended CIP fits within reasonable fiscal constraints, it does not guarantee a level
tax rate. There are many variables that determine the total tax rate (i.e., tax base, operating costs,















THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





To the inhabitants of the Town of Chichester in the County of Merrimack in said State, quahfied to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall in said Chichester on Tuesday, the ll"* day of
March 2008 next at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. (Ballot)
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town ,
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article II Establishment of Districts, Section D Purposes,
Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions, to provide for the requirement of minimum road frontage to be
.
contiguous? (Ballot)
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by Petition for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: delete Article III General Provisions, Section L Growth Management Ordinance,
Sub-Section 3 Subdivisions, and replace with certain language to provide for the limitation of approved
lots? (Ballot) The Chichester Planning Board does not approve ofthis Petitioned Amendment.
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by Petition for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: delete Article III General Provisions, Section L Growth Management Ordinance,
Sub-Section 2 Building Permit Limitations, Sub-Paragraph 1 Annual Limitation, Sections A, B, & C,
and replace with certain language to provide for the equitable distribution of building permits? (Ballot)
The Chichester Planning Board does not approve ofthis- Petitioned Amendment.
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by Petition for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: amend Article XI Definitions to provide for a definition of "Open Space?" (Ballot)
The Chichester Planning Board does not approve ofthis Petitioned Amendment.
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article II Establishment of Districts, Section D Purposes,
Permitted Uses and Special Exceptions, particular to the requirement of Site Review? (Ballot)
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section A Rebuilding After A Fire,
to provide for the clarification of necessary permitting? (Ballot)
8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: delete Article III General Provisions, Section F Home Occupation in its
entirety and replace with certain language to provide the definition, and requirements in regards to the
issuance of a Home Occupation Permit? (Ballot)
9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section L Growth Management
Ordinance, Sub-Section 2 Building Permit Limitations, Sub-Paragraph 1 Annual Limitation, Section A,
to increase the annual growth rate to 1 .50%? (Ballot)
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10. Arc you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 a^ proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: delete Article ill General Provisions, Section L Growth Management
. Ordinance, Sub-Section 3 Subdivisions in its entirety? (Ballot)
11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section M Impact Fees, Sub-Section
III Administration, to pi;ovide for the Selectmen's authorization of certain appointed officials to collect,
administer and disperse impact fees? (Ballot)
12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: delete Article III General Provisions, Section Q Floodplain Development
Ordinance, and replace with certain language as required by FEMA and The State of NH Office of
• Energy & Planning to remain compliant in the National Flood Insurance Program? (Ballot)
13. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section S Open Space Conservation
Development, Sub-Section 5 Specific Requirements, Paragraph (j); to provide for the shared assignment
of development rights? (Ballot)
14. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: delete Article III General Provisions, Section S Open Space Conservation
Development, Sub-Section 6 Open Space, in its entirety, and replace with certain language to provide for
those restricted uses allowed within Open Space? (Ballot)
15. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 14 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section S Open Space Conservation
Development, Sub-Section 7 Homeowners Associations, Paragraph (b); to provide for the proper
approval time-line of the New Hampshire Office of the Attorney General and that of the Planning Board?
(Ballot)
16. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article III General Provisions, Section S Open Space Conservation
Development, Sub-Section 8 Document Review, Paragraph (b); to provide for the allowance of
alternative professional review? (Ballot)
Note: This amendment is a housekeepingfunction ofthe Planning Board.
17. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 16 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: delete Article V Enforcement, Section C, in its entirety and replace with
certain language to provide for the proper value limits of a structure which shall require the issuance of a
building permit? (Ballot)
18. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 17 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: amend Article XI Definitions to provide for a definition of "Structure?"
(Ballot)
19. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 18 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
Zoning Ordinance as follows: to allow the Planning Board to correct any grammatical or spelling errors
and provide for the syntax, or harmonious arrangement of the elements, of the Chichester Zoning
Ordinances in their entirety? (BaWot) Note: This amendment is a housekeeping function of the
Planning Board and shall in no way alter the substance ofthe Ordinance
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Articles 20 through 41 will be considered at the second session of the Annual Town Meeting on
Saturday, March IS, 2008, beginning at 10 o'clock in the forenoon at the Chichester Central
School.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,739,149 to defray Town Charges for
the ensuing year. This article does not include special or individual articles addressed below. The Board
ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Operating Budget) (Majority
vote required.)( 1.23% 'net' increase- $0.09 tax impact)
21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a two year lease/purchase
agreement for the sum of $42,466 to purchase an excavator for the Highway Department, first payment
of $21,232.63 was satisfied from the 2007 highway department's operating budget, and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to withdraw $21,233 from the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for
the final payment for that purpose. This lease/purchase agreement contains an escape clause. The Board
ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required. )(No
new tax impact.)
22. To see of the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a three year lease/purchase
agreement for the sum of $84,271 for the purchase of a wheeled loader for the Highway Department and
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to exercise the early buyout option and ftirther to authorize the
Selectmen to withdraw $64,271 from the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for that
purpose. This lease/purchase agreement contains an escape clause. The Board ofSelectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) Should this article pass,
the Selectman will move to table article #23. (No new tax impact.)
23. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a three year lease/purchase
agreement for the sum of $84,271 for the purchase of a wheeled loader for the Highway Department,
trade-in value received of $20,000 and to raise and appropriate $22,573 for the first year's payment for
that purpose. This lease/purchase agreement contains an escape clause. The Board ofSelectmen and
the Budget Committee do not recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) ($0.09 tax
impact)
24. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a three year
lease/purchase agreement for the sum of $149,258 for the purchase of an ambulance for the Fire/Rescue
Department, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $100,000 from the Rescue Vehicle and
Equipment Special Revenue Fund for the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease/purchase
agreement contains an escape clause. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) (No tax impact.)
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $123,500 to be added to the following
Capital Reserve Funds. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required.)($0.52 tax impact.)
Library Building
To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,060 for a 50/50 matching grant from
the NH Division of Forest and Lands VFA Grant Program for the purpose of purchasing 20 pair of flame
resistant forestry over pants, and to accept $1,030 in grant money from the NH Division of Forest and
Lands VFA Grant Program for that purpose. The Board oj Selectmen and the Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) (SO.OI tax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000 to complete Phase II of the
Center Road reconstruction project to include paving the entire roadway and all driveway approaches
that are currently paved. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote rcquircd.)($0.84 tax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the repair and hot topping of
the Community Building Parking Area and further to authorize the Board gf Selectmen to withdraw
$4,000 from the Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required. )(No new tax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to replace the siding on the
Community Building and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $15,000 from the
Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required. )(No new tax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,500 to repair the irrigation system
and the existing storage building at Carpenter Park, as proposed in the Town's Capital Improvements
Plan, and further to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $7,500 from the Parks and Recreation Capital
Reserve Account and to accept a $ 1 ,000 donation from the Chichester Youth Association. The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)(No
new tax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,000 to purchase SCBA Breathing
Apparatus for the Fire/Rescue Department. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required. )( $0. 19jax impact.)
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1 for
the purpose of the Fire/Rescue Department Breathing Apparatus replacement and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1 to be placed in this flind and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen as
agents to expend from this fund. This authorizes the Trustee of Trust Funds to disburse the funds on the
order of the agent without further approval. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required. )($0 tax impact.)
To see if thq Town will vote to modify in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III, the 75 % of revenues
collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (Land Use Change Tax) to be deposited in the Town's Conservation
Fund, as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 IV, by vote of the 2004 Town Meeting, to not exceed $250,000 in
a calendar year. (Majority vote required.) The Selectmen and the Conservation Commission
recommend this article.
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund created in 1989.
Said interest funds, if any remaining, to be transferred to the town's general fiind. (Majority vote
required.)
To see if the Town will authorize the Tax Collector and Town Clerk to accept payment of local taxes,
charges generated by sale of utility services, or other fees by use of a credit card. (Any municipality
adopting such an ordinance may add to the amount due in addition to any penalties and interest payable,
a service charge for the acceptance of the card, the municipality, at the time of billing, shall disclose the
amount of the service charge.)
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36. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to establish a Capital Improvement Program
Committee pursuant to RSA 674:5, which shall include at least one member of the planning board and
may include but not limited to other members of the planning board, the budget committee, or the town
governing body, to prepare and amend a recommended program of municipal capital improvement
projects projected over a period of at least six (6) years. .
37. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions pursuant to NH RSA 154:1, to provide for the
formal adoption by the legislative body, for the Chichester Fire/Rescue Department, to be recognized as
a town fire department and further for said department to be organized pursuant to NH RSA 1 54: 1 , 1(a),
with an annual appointment of the Fire Chief.
38. To see if the Town will vote to require all Town road developments required by new commercial and
nevv residential sites and subdivisions, such road improvements not identified in the Capital
Improvement Plan, be completed at the expense of parties generating the requirement for such road
developments; Town building permits for new residential and commercial sites and subdivisions
buildings are not to be issued prior to the completion of such road improvements. Road impact fees and
other impact fees, are only required for Capital Improvement Plan projects.
By petition.
39. To see if the Town will vote to develop a recreation area at the Suncook River, accessible from NH Rte
28, on Town-owned property; Map 8, Lot 33,1.10 acres, and to appropriate the sum of $2,000 to,the
Parks and Recreation Department for such development. By petition. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee do not recommend this appropriation.
40. To see if the Town will vote to develop a recreation area at Deer Meadow Pond, accessible from Deer
Meadow Road, on Town-owned property; Map 5, Lot 71-7, 0.85 acres, and to appropriate the sum of
$2,000 to the Parks and Recreation Department for such development. By petition. The Selectmen and
the Budget Committee do not recommend this appropriation.
41. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
ith
Given under our hands and seal this 12 day of February, in the year of our Lord Two thousand eight.
/ <i^^^^^&







BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF: Chichester
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 2008 to December 31. 2008
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below within 20 days after the meeting.




THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
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MS-6 Budget - Town of Chichester FY 2008
•SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations: 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
1
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Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
413*^)0 Executive
4I3A-I0 Board of .Selectmen Payroll
Tatal 4130-10 Board of Selectmen
2006 Actual
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4140-28 • Joint OfHce Telephone
4140-29 • Town Clerk Office Supplies
Total 4140-10 General Town Clerk Functions
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4IS2-M Assessing
4152-31 Anaual Contract Assessing
4152-32 Tax Map I'pdatcs
4152-33 Civicwarc Software Support
Total 4152-00 Assessing
4153-M Selectmen l.e{;al Expenses
Talal 4153-00 Selectmen Legal Expenses
2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Aclual (>H Pniposcd ( hnn"t' % C hannc
7,078.00
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Actual 08 Proposed % Change $ Change
4194-00 General Government Buildings
4194-10 T H/Grange-Maint/ Repairs
4194-11 Heat
4194-12 • Electrfc
4194-13 • Cleaning Services
4194-14 Grounds Maintenance
4194-15 - Repairs/Supplies
4194-16 • Town Hall/Grange BIdg Water
4194-18 • Alarm System Maint/IVlonitoring
Total 4194-10 Town Hall/Grange
3,367.50
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
'4199-00 Other General Government
4199-10 Maintenance Agreements
4199-12 Water Syst Maintcnancc-Harkness
4199-13 • Water Sys Maintenance-Morse
4199-14 • Water System Maintenance- Mclntyrc
4199-17 • Postage Machine
4199-19 • Creilit Card Fees
Total 4199-10 Maintenance Agreements
419^-16 Town Report Printing
4199-21 Captial Reserve Projects
4199-22 Special Revenue Projects
4199-25 Cable Franchise Fees
Total 4199-00 Other General Government
21Hlh Actual 07 Budget 07 Actual 0« Proposed % C hange $ Change
1.717.71





2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Actual 08 Proposed % Change $ Change
1,860.55
^^o<^^
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4215-00 Ambulance
4215-10 Contract Services
4215-11 ALS Inlcrcepi Fees
4215-12- Billing Services
4215-13 Loudon Subsidy











2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Vctual (IS I'rdppstd ",, ( luiri(;c' S ( h;int;c
3.197.88
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4220-30 Fire Prevention & Inspections
4220-31 Fire Prevention Education
4220-32 Fire Codes
4220-33 Water Source & Development
Total 4220-30 Fire Preveniton
2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Actual 08 Proposed % Change $ Change
432.66
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
429(M)0 F.mcrRcncy Management
4290-10 Civil Defense
4290-1 1 Haz Mai
4290-12 Equipment
Total 4290-00 Emergency Management
21)06 Aclunl (17 Biiclml (17 Actual OX Proposed % Change S Change
95.00








4312-37 HW Waste Removal
Total 4312-30 • Highway Shed
Total 4312-10 General Highway Expenses
2006 Actual 07 Budget 07 Actual 08 Proposed % Change $ Change
2,759.95
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
Total 4313-00 Bridt>cs & Culverts
2006 Actual 07 Buducl 07 Aclunl 118 PrDpiiseil % ( hangc $ C hanRC
8,675.52 14.500.00 20.207.24 14.500.00 0.00% 0.00
4316-00 Street Lighting
4316-30- Utility Charges




Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4550-00 Library
4550-10 Annual Library Disbursement
Total 4550-00 Library
2006 Actual
Comparative Statement of Appropriations & Expenditures
4917-UK Police Air Conditioning WA# 12
4917-09 Filing Cabinet WA# 16
4917-10 Town BridRC W A# 19
4917-11 Town Roads \VA#21
4917-12 Police Software \VA#10
4917-13 Wheeled Loader
4917-14 Rubber Tire Excavator
4917-15 Community BIdg Paving
4917-16 Community BIdg Siding
4917-17 Ambulance Replacement
4917-18 Forestry clothing-matctiing grant
4917-19 Carpenter Pit repairs
4917-20 Transfers to Capital Reserve
TOTAL 4917-00 Warrant Articles
TOTAl. GROSS APPROPRIATIONS






















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MINUTES
2007
You had been notitled to meet at the Grange Hall in said Chichester on Tuesday, the 13" day of
March 2007 next at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, and acted upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
SELECTMAN: THREE YEARS:
TREASURER: ONE YEAR
TRUSTEEOFTHE TRUST FUNDS: THREEYEARS
CEMETERY TRUSTTE: THREE YEAJIS










2. Arc you in favor of changing the term of the town treasurer from one year to 3 years, beginning
with the tenn of the town treasurer to be elected at next year's regular town meeting?
YES 342 NO 130
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment to Article 11, Establishment of Districts
District CV - Commercial Village Presently Reads:
District Boundaries
The CV Zone, as designated on 'the Zoning Map" of the Town of Chichester dated March 1978, and
amended to include Multi-family use on March 1986, and as amended in March 1994, March 1995,
and March 2004, includes 34 parcels and covers approximately 136 acres.
Proposed to Read:
District Boundaries
The CV Zone, as designated on 'the Zoning Map" of the Town of Chichester dated March 1978, and
amended to include Multi-family use on March 1986, and as amended in March 1994, March 1995,
and March 2004, includes 34 parcels and covers approximately 136 acres.
Includes the following map and lot numbers. Map 3, lots 10, 11, 12, 12A, 13, 13A, 14, and 15. Map 4, lots 25.
26. 28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 33. 34, 35, 36, 37, 37A, 38, 161, 161A, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167. 167B. 167C. 168,
168A
This requested change is just to add the map and lot numbers to the current zoning.
YES 251 NO 109




ACCESSORY USES AND BUILDINGS
A Subordinate building or use customarily associated with, incidental to and on the same lot or site occupied by the
primary building unit.
APARTMENT
A dwelling unit located in a building with one or more additional dwelling unit(s).
CAMPGROUND or "Recreational Campground" or "Recreational Camping Parii" A parcel of land on
which two (2) or more campsites are occupied or are intended for temporary occupancy for recreational
dwelling purposes only, and not for permanent year-round residency, and licensed by the State of New
Hampshire.
CAMPSITES
A portion of the land in a recreational campground or camping park for the placement of a tent, tow-able
trailer, motorized recreational vehicle or travel home for the exclusive temporary use of its occupants.
COMMERCIAL USE
As defined in this Ordinance, includes such retail and personal uses as motels, hotels, retail outlets,
service stations, restaurants, professional services, garden nurseries, child care and convalescent homes,
and recreation facilities; also includes small trade shops under seventy five hundred (7,500) square feet
such as electricians, plumbers, wood workers, or similar tradesmen as determined by the Planning Board.
CONDOMINIUM
A system of separate ownership of individual living units within a multiple unit building by which each
purchaser received basically a fee simple or leasehold estate in an apartment and undivided interest in
common areas and facilities.
DWELLING UNIT
Two or more rooms, designed, occupied or intended for occupancy as a separate living quarter, with cooking,
sleeping and sanitary facilities, provided within the unit.
FRONTAGE
The length of the lot bordering on a State or Town maintained highway.
FRONT YARD
A space extending for the full width of a lot between the extreme front line of a building and the nearest side
of the right-of way.
HOME OCCUPATION
Home occupation is such an occupation that is customary, incidental and subordinate to the use of the
premises as a dwelling.
INDUSTRIAL USE
As defined in this ordinance, includes manufacturing, the production of materials for wholesale or retail
use, and other related activities.
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JUNK
Any old metals; old bottles: all other solid textile mill waste; unfinished cloth; or other textile mill yams; old
paper products; old rubber products; old plastic products; used parts and materials for motor vehicles; and
other secondhand or waste articles, the accumulation of which is detrimental or injurious to the
neighborhood.
LOT OF RECORD
Land designated as a separate and distinct parcel in a legally recorded deed and/or plan filed in the records
of Merrimack County, New Hampshire.
MOTEL/HOTEL
A multiple unit building which provides sleeping, and often eating, accommodations for travelers and others
on a temporary basis. Not to be confused with apartments or condominiums which are for long term or
permanent residence.
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
Any and all forms of modular, unitized or prefabricated housing, as well as mobile homes which are brought to
and assembled on a building site, placed on a foundation and tied in to all conventional and necessary
utility systems, and which are intended to be used as a permanent dwelling unit. "Manufactured
housing" does not include housing or mobile homes that are fully constructed on the site.
MULTI-FAMILY
A building containing three or more dwelling units.
NON-CONFORMING USE
A lawful use of buildings or land prior to the time this Ordinance became effective, which does not conform to
the aforesaid use regulations.
PAVEMENT
Impervious surfaces applied for the travel of vehicles or pedestrians.
PERIMETER BUFFER STRIPS
The required setbacks around the boundaries of the property.
PUBLIC
(As in public building, public land, and public place) Open to or serving all the people, not private.
RIGHT-OF-WAY
A strip of land that is generally used for the location of a street, walkway, utility line, or other access way, that
is separate and distinct from the lots and parcels adjoining such right of way and not included within the
dimensions or areas of such other lots or parcels.
SECTIONAL HOUSING
Conventionally designed and constructed modules fabricated at a factory and transported to their
destination on specially designed vehicles that are not an integral part of the dwelling. The modules arc




Includes but is not limited to: X-rated or adult movie or book stores, nightclubs, lounges,
show stages, hotels or any other business that may promote sexually oriented business.
SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING
A building containing a single dwelling unit.
STORAGE TRAILERS
Includes but are not limited to travel trailer, school bus, truck bodies or any container used
primarily for storage of personal or business property.
TRAVEL TRAILER
A vehicular, portable structure designed to be used as a temporary dwelling.
TWO FAMILY DWELLING
A building containing two dwelling units.
This requested change is to remove the letters from in front of the existing definitions, add new definitions,
revise some existing definitions, and alphabetize complete list of definitions.
YES 252 NO 107
Articles numbered 5 through 19 were to be considered at the second session of the Annual Town
Meeting on Saturday, March 17, 2007, beginning at 10 o'clock In the forenoon at the Chichester Central
School.
In accordance with RSA 40:4 Moderator Doug Hall postponed the meeting start time to 1 o'clock
in the afternoon due to wintry weather conditions.
Moderator Doug Hall appointed Asst. Moderator John West to preside over the meeting. Motion made
and passes to allow Lisa Stevens, a non-resident, to speak during the meeting.
Evelyn Pike was presented with two plaques for recognition of 20 years of service by the Town Clerks
and Tax Collectors Associations.
5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriations of the same ($1,715,074.00). This article docs not include special or individual
articles addressed below. The Board ofSelectmen and the Budget Committee recommended this
appropriation.
Budget Line 4220-62: Motion made and passed to increase by the amount of $3000.00.
ARTICLE PASSES AS AMENDED
MOTION WAS MADE AND PASSED TO ACT UPON ARTICLE 15 AHEAD
OF ARTICLE 6.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 for a 50/50 matching grant from
the Rural Fire Protection Program for the purpose of outfitting the 4x4 mule vehicle with a skid kit and
further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $1,250.00 from the Forestry Maintenance Capital
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Reserve Fund and to aceept and expend $1,250.00 in grant money from the Rural I'irc Protection Program.
The Selectmen and the BiiJi^et Committee recommended this appropriation.
ARTICLE PASSES
6. To sec if the Town will vote to establish a revolving fund pursuant to RSA 31:95-h, for the purpose of
police special details. 75"'n (seventy-tlve percent) of revenues received for police special details will be
deposited into the fund, and the monev in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate from vear to x'car,
and shall not be consiciered part of the towns general fund unreserved fund balance. The town treasurer
shall have custody of all monevs in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon order of the governing
bod\ and no turther approval is required b\' the legislative body to expend. Such funds mav be expended
only for the purpose for which the fund was created. Recommended by the Department ofRevenue
Administration
ARTICLE PASSES
7. To see if the town will vote to rescind the Police Detail Special Revenue Fund under the provisions
of RSA 31:95-c: which states: Shall we rescind the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict 100% (one
hundred percent) of revenues from Police Department Details to expenditures for the purpose of special
details, as well as police equipment. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special
revenue fund to be known as the Police Detail Special Revenue Fund, separate from the general fund.
Anv surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall be
expended only after a vote of the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a
specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or source of the revenue, and further to transfer the
unused balance of the fund up to fifteen thousand five hundred dollars ($15,500.00) to the Police Detail
Revolving Fund. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE PASSES YES 98 / NO 7 / REFR.\IN 1
To see if the Town wiU vote to appropriate the sum of $26,990.00 to purchase and outfit a new police
cruiser. The cruiser cost with a 4 year 100,000 mile warranty is $23,690.00 and the cost to change the
equipment over is $3,000.(10 and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $18,702.00 from the
Police Cruiser Capital Reser\^e Fund and the remaining $8,288 to be raised by general taxation. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $226,255.00 to grind and add gravel,
replace culverts and reshape Center Road as specified by the engineering study performed by Brown
Engineering and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $75,000 from the Town Roads
Capital Reser\'e Fund and the remaining $151,255 to be raised by general taxation. The Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommended this appropriation.
Petition presented to act upon article in accordance with RSA 40:4-a.
ARTICLE PASSES YES 75 / NO 34
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,700.00 to perform repairs to
the roof of the Grange Hall not to exceed $15,000.00 and $3,700.00 to paint the exterior trim on the
Grange Hall and further to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $18,700.00 from the Town
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Facilities Capital Resene Fund. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommended this
appropriation.
ARTICLE PASSES
11. To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from the Town
Facilities Capital Reserve Fund. This authorizes the Trustee of Trust Funds to disburse the fiinds on order
of the agent without further approval.
Article amended to be read as follows:
To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from the
Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund for emergency expenditures not to exceed $5,000,
excepting for expenditures in excess of $5,000 for which a public hearing will be held prior to any
such expenditures. This authorizes the Trustee of Trust Funds to disburse the funds on order of
the agent without further approval.
AMENDED ARTICLE FAILS
ORIGINAL ARTICLE PASSES
12. To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $123,500.00 to be added to the following














17. To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a four year land
management lease agreement pursuant to RSA 41:ll-a, for the purpose of agricultural use for the
parcel of land known as the "Shaw property", identified on the Town of Chichester Tax Maps as Map
5, Lot 17. Such authority shall remain in effect until rescinded by a future vote of the legislative body.
Article amended to be read as follows:
To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a land management lease
agreement pursuant to RSA 4 1 : 1 1 -a, for the purpose of agricultural use for the parcel of land known
as the "Shaw property", identified on the Town of Chichester Tax Maps as Map 5, Lot 17. Such
authority shall remain in effect until rescinded by a future vote of the legislative body.
AMENDED ARTICLE FAILS
ORIGINAL ARTICLE FAILS
18. To see if the Town will go on record in support of effective actions by the President and the
Congress to address the issue of climate change which is increasingly harmful to the environment
and the economy of New Hampshire and to the future well being of the people of Chichester. These actions
include:
Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of US greenhouse gas emissions
while protecting the US economy.
Creation of a major national research inidative to foster rapid development of sustainable
energy technologies thereby stimulating new jobs and investment.
1.
2.
In addition, the Town of Chichester encourages New Hampshire citizens to work for emission reductions within
their communities, and we ask our Selectmen to consider appointment of a voluntary energy committee to
recommend local steps to save energy and reduce emissions. The record of the vote on this article shall be
transmitted to the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation, to the President of the United States, and to
declared candidates of those offices.
ARTICLE PASSES
19. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Motion made to reconsider Article 13 in accordance with RSA 40:10. MOTION
FAILS
Shall the town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen the authority to convey Town real estate
pursuant to RSA 41 : 14-a, said authority shall remain in effect until rescinded by the town at any duly
warned meeting.
MOTION PASSES
Motion to consider the conveyance of an easement, pursuant to RSA 41:1 4-a, by the Town of
Chichester to Millican Nurseries to allow the installation of a drainage pipe underneath Pleasant Street,
location identified on the Town of Chichester Maps as Map 9, Lot 29 to Lot 27.
MOTION PASSES
Total approved operating budget including warrant articles: $2,090,269.00 Meeting
adjourned at 5:10 PM
Respectfully submitted,
Evelyn Pike, Town Clerk
Report of the Board of Selectmen
Another year has come and gone and again the Board of Selectmen can report that some very positive changes have been
made within the Selectmen's office to better serve the townspeople.
A re-organization was undertaken over the summer to consolidate the administrative support staff position in the
Selectmen's Office with that of the Planning Board secretary. This singular position now provides administrative services
for both the Selectmen's Office and the Planning Board on a daily basis. This now provides continuity and more effective
communication between the two offices, which in turn better serves the public. As part of this re-organization, business
hours have been expanded and include evening hours in which the staff can assist the public in all areas of the
Selectmen's Office and Planning Board. In August, following advertisement and interviews, the Board hired Mr. Jamie
Pike for the new consolidated position.
Of special note, is the completion of the update by the Planning Board, of the Capital Improvements Plan. This is a very
important planning document used by the Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen in the preparation of the town's
proposed annual budgets.
The Board continues to work with the Town Organization Committee in their process to look at the possibilities of
regional ization of services to provide cost savings to the town. In December a meeting was held that brought together the
selectmen of Chichester, Bamstead, Epsom, Pembroke and Pittsfield, to discuss common interests/issues and to identify
any possible areas of regional services that could be developed between these neighboring towns.
The implementation ofGASB 34 compliance was an ongoing project this year for the administrative staff and department
heads. All town property, buildings, vehicles, equipment and new roads, were inventoried, valued and then depreciated as
part of the Fixed Assets component necessary for the Town's financial documents to be in compliance with generally
accepted accounting principles.
Enforcement of zoning violations continues to be an issue for the Board as violations, when pursued, can be very time
consuming for the Town Administrator and the Board, and costly for the Town by way of attorney fees. Currently, the
Board has two cases being pursued in the courts. In every case, the Board strives to work with the property owner to
correct the violation and avoid the time and expense involved in seeking a court remedy.
This past fall, the Selectmen. Department Heads, and town employees participated in sixteen hours of National Incident
Management System training, as part of ongoing Emergency Preparedness training required by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, so that the community remains eligible for Federal Grant monies.
Finally, the Board of Selectmen is pleased to have been able to set the town's tax rate at a lower rate than last year and we
are hopeful that our commitment to ensure a level of fiscal restraint and management of the Town's budget will continue
in helping to 'hold the line' on our taxes.
And of course we cannot forget to thank all town employees, committee members and volunteers that continue to give








"Individual commitment to a group effort-thai is what makes a team work, a company work,
a society work, a civilization work.
"
- Vince Lombardi -
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Statement of Appropriations and Taxes Assessed
Net Town Appropriations
Net School District Appropriations
State Education Tax
Net County Appropriations
Less: War Service Credits







Summary of Inventory Valuation








Net Valuation for Tax Rate
Less: Public Utilities












2007 Current Property Tax Rate $23.37

































































Schedule of Town Property
Map Lot Sub Location TOTAL
1
Report of Employee Earnings







































Report of Employee Earnings



































Report of Expenses by Vendor
January through December 2007
Report of Expenses by Vendor
January through December 2007
Carl Matthews Equipment Co., Inc.
Camic Heating & Plumbing
Carparts of Epsom
Cartographic Associates, Inc.
Central NH Regional Planning
Chain Saw Doctor








Firematic Supply Co. Inc.
Francotyp-Postalia, Inc.
Frangione, Barbara
FS Locks Technology Store
Gall's Inc.
GCR Truck Tire Centers Inc.





Great America Leasing Corp.
Hamer, Erin




Home Depot Credit Services





Report of Expenses by Vendor
January through December 2007
International Code Council
Interware Development Company
J & D Repairs, LLC.











LGC - Workman's Comp Trust



















Public Safety Center, Inc.
Public Service Co. ofNH
Jan - Dec
Report of Expenses by Vendor
January through December 2007
Report of the Tax Collector
Form MS-61
For the Municipality or CHICHESTER Year Ending
DEBITS
UNCOLLECTED TAXES AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR"
Report of the Tax Collector
Form MS-61
Kor llir Miiiiirlpiillly of CHKHKSTFR \'eur Kiuliiig 12 31 20(r
cKicons
REMin Kl) TO TREASIHER
Report of the Tax Collector
Form MS-61




Report of Unredeemed Tax Liens



































Report of Unredeemed Tax Liens
As of December 3 1,2007
Current Owner
Report of the Town Clerk



























Total Remitted to Treasurer: $417,633.97
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Report of the Treasurer










Property Tax Interest (1
)
Property Tax (2)




Land Use Change Tax




Property Tax Interest (1
)
Property Tax (2)















































Report of the Treasurer (Continued)
CITIZENS BANK
Interest
Transferred to Investment Pool
Transferred from Investment Pool
Total Selectmen's Receipts
TOTAL RECEIPTS AND CASH ON HAND








Report of the Treasurer
Investment Accounts
POOL PLUS INVESTMENT, JANUARY 1, 2007
Investment from General
Ledger
Withdrawal to General Fund
Interest




















FIRE RECSCUE(AMBULANCE) January 1, 2007
Balance, December 31, 2007
POLICE DETAIL, January 1, 2007
Balance, December 31, 2007
POLICE DRUG ACCT, January 1, 2007
Balance, December 31, 2007
Malachy Glen Associates

























Report of the Auditor
Trustees of Trust Funds







We have audited the accompanying Report of the Trustees of Trust Funds (cash basis of accounting) of the
Town of Chichester for the year January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006. This schedule is the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the schedule based
on our audit.
Wc conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the Trust Report is free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the schedules. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
schedule presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
This financial statement had been prepared on the cash receipts and disbursements basis of accounting,
which is a comprehensive basis of accounting other than generally accepted governmental accounting
principles.
In our opinion, the schedule referred to above presents fairly the activity in the Trustees' accounts arising
from the cash transactions for the year January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006.
Respectftilly submitted,
Wla^on & leicL, p.J.




Report of the Auditor
Tax Collector







We have audited the accompanying Tax Collector's Report and Report of Tax Lien Accounts (cash basis of
accounting) of the Tax Collector of the Town of Chichester for the year January 1 through December 31,
2006. This schedules are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on the schedule based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the Tax Collector's Report and Report of Tax Lien Accounts is free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the schedules.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall schedule presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the schedules referred to above present fairly the activity in the Tax Collector's accounts
arising from the cash transactions for the year January 1 through December 31, 2006.
Respectfully submitted,
Wason & leick, p.J.




Report of the Auditor
Treasurer







We have audited the accompanying Treasurer's Report (cash basis of accounting) of the Treasurer of the Town
of Chichester for the year January 1 through December 31, 2006. This schedule is the responsibility of the
Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the schedule based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the Treasurer's Report is free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the schedules. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
schedule presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
This financial statement had been prepared on the cash receipts and disbursements basis of accounting, which is
a comprehensive basis of accounting other than generally accepted governmental accounting principles.
In our opinion, the schedule referred to above presents fairly the activity in the Treasurer's accounts arising
from the cash transactions for the year January 1 , 2006 through December 3 1 , 2006.
Respectfiilly submitted.




Report of the Auditor
Library Trustees







We have audited the accompanying Report of the Chichester Public Library (cash basis of accounting) of the
Library Trustees of the Town of Chichester for the year January 1 through December 3 1 , 2006. This schedules
are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the schedule
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the Chichester Public Library Report is free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on
a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the schedules. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall
schedule presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the schedules referred to above present fairly the activity in the Chichester Library's accounts
arising from the cash transactions for the year January 1 through December 31, 2006.
Respectfully submitted.




Report of the Planning Board
It was great to sec many residents come out and voice their concerns during the public hearings on the multitude
of projects presented to the Town.
We had a total of 1 7 meetings in which we approved 5 site reviews for new businesses or to current businesses
that moved or expanded. We also approved three subdivisions, one lot line adjustment and one home
occupation. Each project has to progress through a Concept stage. Design Review stage. Checklist Acceptance
stage. Public Hearings, then finally, the Approval/Denial stage. Many other projects were brought before us
and were cither denied or never progressed past the design review stage. During each project we learned that
our zoning needs much fine tuning, so wc are proposing some amendments this year for you, the residents, to
approve. We will also continue to improve our Bylaws, Subdivision Regulations and Site Review Regulations
in the near fiiture. Wc initiated an in-housc plan review process to streamline the checklist/design review
stages. This process added to the multiple hours various board members volunteer to the Town of Chichester in
order to prepare a report for the Board. This action resulted in saving the Town hundreds of dollars.
We ended the year with a full Board of 10 members. Voting members consisted of: Bradley Towle
(Chairman), Stan Brehm, Joanna Mcintosh, Tom Jameson, Fred Ruoff, Richard Arell, and our Ex-Officio from
the Board of Selectmen, Richard DeBold. We have three alternate members: Chris Weir, David Kenneally and
Richard Moore. Mike Paveglio provided valuable input each month he was able to attend before resigning.
That opened a spot for Fred Ruoff to join the voting members and Richard Moore to become an alternate. We
welcomed Jamie Pike as our new secretary, filling the big shoes of Andrea Deachman. We thank Andrea for her
thirteen years of outstanding service as secretary and look forward to the possibility of continuing her
contribution as a member on the Board.
We welcomed Showcase Consignments and Chuckster's as new businesses to the Rte. 4 corridor. We look
forward to having some elderly/age restricted housing added to the town in the near future. Many projects
required extra meetings and the use of the Town attorney and Town engineer. Hopefiilly, wc have learned from
our successes and our mistakes to make this Board even better in the coming year.
The Board participated in the Central NH Regional Planning Commission, various training seminars put on by
NH Office of Energy and Planning, and in the Town's Capital Improvement Program which assists the
Selectmen with the annual budget process of capital expenditures.
The Board meets every month on the first Thursday of the month beginning at 6:30pm for administrative
business and 7:00pm for public hearings. We encourage the residents to stay involved or become involved, in
order to make this town an even more enjoyable place to live.
Respectfully submitted,
Bradley J Towle, Chairman
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Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Board of Adjustment held 8 pubHc hearings this year pertaining to the following applications:
Area Variance
1 Wetland Buffer - Granted
1 Wetland Buffer - Denied
1 Lot Line Adjustment - Granted
1 Subdivision - Denied
Appeal Administrative Decision
1 (Building Inspector) - Denied
2 (Planning Board) - No Action Taken/No Jurisdiction
Use Variance
1 Growth Management Denied
The board currently meets on Wednesday nights when there are applications pending.











Report of the Building Inspector
The 2007 Permit activity for Single Family Dwellings was limited to twelve (12) Permits due to the Growth Ordinance.
However, eight (8) Permits issued in 2006 went unused. These Permits were carried forward and issued to applicants on
the waiting list.
In the past five (5) years, twelve (12) Permits were issued for each year for Single Family Dwellings. In 2007 there were
a grand total of 55 varied Building Permits issued. The breakdown is as follows:
20 Single Family Dwellings
Replacement Dwellings




5 Garages, Bams, Sheds
1 Commercial Additions & Renovations
1
2
Others (pools, decks, fencing, etc.)
A Building Permit Application is required for all new Residential Dwellings & Commercial Buildings. This can be
obtained at the Town Office or by searching the web for the Town of Chichester, NH at www.chichestemh.org.
There were other inspections done, which were not related to pennits issued for this year or other previously issued
permits.
A Building Permit cannot be issued for a new family home or new commercial construction without an approved
waste disposal "septic" system from the State of New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control division and
a driveway design approval from the Town Road Agent.
The Town's current Building Codes are the current ICC Building and Fire Prevention codes, the 1988 Life Safety Code (a
copy is available for review at the Town Library). State law also requires that all new stmctures as well as structures
which are being improved to more than 50% of their assessed value be in compliance with the NH State Energy code.
The addition of bed or bathrooms may also require your septic system to be reviewed.
The Building Inspector is available almost any time; if you have any questions regarding work being done or you need an
inspection do not hesitate to call. If hiring contractors you should not hesitate to check their credentials or references.
There is currently an Impact Fee required in some categories. A copy of the Impact Fee Schedule is available at the Town
Office or may be requested from the Building Inspector by calling (603) 798-4350. Further information can be obtained






Report of the Conservation Commission
Municipal Conservation Commissions in New Hampshire are charged with protection of natural resources and
providing a focus for environmental concerns in the community. Conservation Commissions also protect and
manage conservation lands and open space, especially during periods of high growth pressure, consistent with
land protection goals established by the town. Over the past year, the Chichester Conservation Commission
(CCC) has pursued the following goals:
Establish long-range objectives for the CCC. This goal is intended to provide a framework to direct all major
CCC activities, including resource protection, open space acquisition, and public communication.
Development and revision of land management plans for conservation and town-owned lands. The
boundary survey completed at Carpenter Park provides the basis for a management plan for this town-owned
property. The CCC will work with other town boards to designate areas within the Carpenter grant for specific
purposes, including town shed, recreation, and conservation. The CCC has worked with the town Recreation
Committee to coordinate this work with a broader town recreation plan.
Continue to follow up on prospects for conservation of open space. Based on feedback from the
community, preservation of open space remains a major goal. The CCC currently coordinates stewardship on
about 300 acres of land in the town protected by conservation easements or covenants. There are an additional
240 acres of open space o\Vned by the town and school district. The CCC continues its efforts to procure
additional land from willing owners in the form of outright ownership or through conservation easements.
Purchase of easements is a particularly attractive option in that it preserves open space while allowing the
owner continued enjoyment of the land. CCC members can discuss easements with you fiirther and direct you
toward additional information.
Continue the study of town wetlands. An inventory of wetlands provides town boards with a tool to be used
in overseeing rational growth and protection of the town's most valuable natural resources. In 2005, the CCC
completed an inventory of wetlands in the southern portion of the town. The process was continued in 2007 in
the northern part of town and will be completed in 2008.
Examine the feasibility of reconstruction of the Marsh Pond dam. The CCC has worked with other town
boards to examine the feasibility of reconstructing the dam to establish a stable Marsh Pond. This resource has
been viewed as a valuable ecological and recreational resource for the town. An important step in this process
is to apply for funds from state and federal grant agencies which support protection of such resources.
The CCC meets on the second Monday of each month at 7 PM at the Selectmen's office. Public input on






Report of the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
28 Commercial Street Concord, New Hampshire 03301
phone: (603) 226-6020 fax: (603) 226-6023 internet: www.cnhrpc.org
Established in accordance with state law, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is a
voluntary association of 20 communities in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties. The Town of Chichester is a member
in good standing of the Commission.
The Commission's mission is to improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the ability of the
municipalities of the region to prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective and appropriate
development and utilization of the resources of the region; and to assist municipalities in carrying out the regional plan.
The Commission also provides a variety of planning services, including consultations on planning issues; planning
research; sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; access to Census information and other data sources;
grant information; review and comment on planning documents; development review; and educational programs.
Membership also entitles a community to affordable master planning assistance, geographic information systems (GIS)
mapping, build-out analysis preparation, and other land use and transportation planning-related assistance.
On behalf of the Town of Chichester in 2007, CNHRPC staff
• Provided technical assistance to local officials and citizens, as issues related to land use, transportation,
environmental, economic, and general planning. Technical assistance in Chichester included responses to
questions regarding the zoning amendment process and Developments of Regional Impact.
hi addition to the local services described above, in 2007 the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission:
• Held four Commission meetings (in February, June, September, and November) with programs including an
explanation of bridge conditions in New Hampshire, discussions on social capital, and other topics. Commission
meetings for 2008 are scheduled for February 2P', June 12"', September 1 1"", and Novemberl3th (confirm on our
website). Meetings are open to the public and interested citizens are encouraged to attend.
• Provided general local planning assistance to member municipalities and responded to inquiries regarding zoning
ordinance, subdivision regulation, and site plan review regulation revisions.
• Coordinated workshops related to Planning Board process and general land use/transportation planning issues.
• Coordinated three meetings of the Conservation Commission Institute. Primarily oriented at the CTAP
communities, the CCI brings representatives of the region's communities, conservation organizations, and state
agencies together to work on conservation and natural resource issues that affect the overall region.
• Conducted nearly 200 traffic counts throughout the region.
• Finalized the update of the FY 2009-201 8 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and attended six
public hearings help by the GACIT (Governor's Advisory Commission on Intermodal Transportation) throughout
the region.
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Report of the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
(Continued)
• Organized and hosted meetings of the CNHRPC Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC). The TAC:
-- Renders technical advice to the CNHRPC regarding transportation plans, programs, and projects;
— Evaluates and ranks application for the Transportation Enhancement (TE) and Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality (CMAQ) programs. Each program is competitive statewide with more than 3 million dollars in
federal fiinding per year for the TE program and 7 million for the CMAQ program.
— Evaluates and ranks projects within the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The
Regional TIP provides an avenue for projects to be considered for inclusion within the Statewide 10 Year
Transportation Improvement Plan which is the guiding document for all major highway improvements on
state roads.
— Reviews and recommends adoption of the Regional Transportation Plan.
• Provided continuing technical assistance to the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory Committee (UMRLAC)
and assisted in the UMRLAC Management Plan update.
• Through the N.H. Department of Environmental Services support to the 9 regional planning commissions through
the Regional Environmental Planning (REPP) Program, 2007 REPP work items included drafting the first volume
of an innovative land use handbook to be distributed to communities and refinements to the Sprawl Indicators GIS
data and mapping project.
• Prepared numerous region-wide grant applications, including an EPA Brownfields grant, local source water
protection grant applications.
For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC staff or visit us on the internet at www.cnhipc.org .
"S/ay Traveler! Be ye man or beast or even winged thing.
Let every living creature drink from this pure bubbling spring
'
-Arthur Blackman-
Report of the Police Department
Chief Patrick M. Clarke










On behalf of the police department I would like to thank the townspeople and business owners for there ongoing
support of the police department.
This year brought much change to the department as we lost Officer Stacey Seluk as a full time police officer.
We wish her our best in her future endeavors. I have hired Officer Eric Krochmal again as a part time officer to
fill some of the vacant shifts. Officer Jeffrey Miller has also returned home safely from his deployment to Iraq
and we welcome Jeff back.
I would like to remind residents as well as business owners that if they have an alarm system they need to
complete an alarm information sheet at the police department. This form is needed for responding officers so we
have the information in the event of an emergency. I also want to remind dog owners that their dog must be
registered with the town clerk by April 30"^. Once your dog is registered we ask that you place the tag on
him/her so in the event your dog is lost, we can attempt to reunite the dog with the owner. The last bit of advice
I want to give is write down your serial numbers of your valuables and store them in a safe place.
Records show that most residential burglaries occur during the daytime hours when residents are at work. Get to
know your neighbors and if something docs not look right call and report it. With your help we can protect the
rural parts of town and stop any would be thieves.
I would like to thank all the town employees and fellow department heads for there continued support and look





"To give real service, you must add something which cannot be
bought or measured with money and that is sincerity and integrity.
-Donald A. Adams-
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Report of the Fire-Rescue Department
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself.
Following the sudden resignation of the chief officers of Chichester Fire-Rescue, I was appointed Fire Chief on
April 10, 2007. For those of you who do not know me, I have been in the fire rescue service as a
firefighter/EMT/officer for 1 3 years.
The Chichester Fire-Rescue is a group of very dedicated individuals who responded to 540 calls for service in
2007. They left their families and friends at a moment's notice at all times of the day and evening. In addition
to responding to calls for service, they attended a scheduled training every Monday evening to sharpen their
skills and keep the necessary equipment ready for service. Keep in mind that they did all this in addition to
working a ftill time job to support their families.
Your Fire Department provides fire protection, rescue and emergency medical services with 22 dedicated
members. These people are trained at various levels: 14 are NH Certified Firefighters, 15 are Nationally
Registered Emergency Medical Technicians - 1 2 to the Basic level, 2 to the Intermediate level, and 1 to the
Paramedic level. It should also be noted that 2 members are currently working on their EMT Basic.
Membership rolls are higher than they have been for many years. However, please do not let these numbers
deceive you. We can always use new Members. If you would like to become a member, please call the fire
station or stop by any Monday evening.
The department's newest Fire Engine, Engine 3, is serving us well and should have no problem lasting the
remainder of its scheduled service years. Engine 2 has had a couple of major repairs and is showing signs of
wear. It will need to have some rust repaired in the near fixture. However, it should last the remainder of its
anticipated service years. Ambulance 1 was purchased in 2000 and has proven to be a very good truck; it has
served us for 8 years as our first due Ambulance. Ambulance 3 was donated to us in 2000 and is now showing
signs of wear and is on the warrant for 2008 to be replaced. This would place Ambulance 1 as our second due
Ambulance. We should be able to hold on to this Ambulance as our backup until the year 2020.
The heavy rescue that we purchased used in 2004 has proven to be quite a find. This truck continues to serve us
well and will for many years. The Forestry pick-up truck and utility vehicle are working fine and should
continue to do so for many more years.
We are looking to replace our air breathing apparatus in 2008 with a warrant article. These units are 12 years
old and the air bottles are only good for 1 5 years before we have to take them out of service. These units
provide clean breathing air for the firefighter when we go in to burning building. They also may be used for
other hazardous situations. Without them the members of the Chichester Fire / Rescue Department cannot do
the job we do. These units are very expensive and there was no plan in place to set money aside for the needed
replacement cycle.
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Report of the Fire-Rescue Department
(Continued)
Summary of 2007 Calls
50- Structure, Motor Vehicle, and Brush Fires
294- Rescue & Emergencies
13- Hazardous Conditions
85- Good Intent Calls
31 -Service Calls
31- False Alarms and Cancelled Calls

















Chief CoordLnator: Dick Wright
Telephone 603-225-8988
Fax: 603-228-0983
2007 ANNUAL REPORT TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS
This report is presented lo the Board of Directors ol'Uie Capital Area Fire Compact as a
summary of general activities for the 2007 calendar year. It is also forwarded to the governing
bodies of the Compact's member communiiics for informational purposes.
The Compact provides emergency lire and rescue services, including emergency dispatch
service, lo its twenty member communities. The Compact's primary operational area is 71
1
square miles with a resident population of 124.773. We also participate in mutual aid responses
to additional communities beyond the Compact area.
Dispatch ser\ices are provided by the City of Concord Fire Departinenfs Communications
Center. The staffing levels at Dispatch are eight shift dispatchers and the Dispatch Supervisor.
This staffing level provides a minimum of Uvo on-dutv dispatchers at all times. Dispatched
incidents in 2007 increased by 2.1°^) to a total of 22.5 18. A detailed report by community is
attached.
The Chief Coordinator responded to 193 incidents in 2007, assisted departments with incident
management on major incidents, and handles the Compact's administrative lunctions with a part-
time -Administrative Assistant. 1 he Chief participates on several state and regional committees
that affect mutual aid operations.
The 2001 Command Vehicle was replaced with a 2007 GMC Yukon XI,. This vehicle was
designed and equipped with digital radio functions for interoperable communications with other
public safety agencies, and functions as a Command Post on all mutual aid incidents. It has a
re;ir mounted console to aid Incident Commanders v\ith planning, operational, and safety
I'unciions. and has Computer .Aided Dispatch status information available at the front aiid rear of
the vehicle, with GPS and mapping data.
The Compact has continued to leceive Homeland Security grant funding to continue the radio
upgrades to digital capabilil\ . We received and installed five new digital base stations at remote
hilltop locations in Concord. Epsom. Ilopkinton. Pembroke, and Warner under the grant
program. In 2008. we hope to replace console equipment at our dispatch facility in Concord with
new digital equipment.
fhe 2007 Compact operating budget was $ 829.765. All Compact operations, inckiding the
Chief Coordinator" s position, office, command vehicle, and dispatch ser\-ices are pro\ided
through this budget. Funding b\ the member communities is based on a combination of property
values and population. Some computers and monitors at Dispatch were upgraded or replaced
105 LOUDON HOAD, BUILDING 1. CONCORD, NH 03301
ALLEIMSTOWN BOSCAWEN • SOW • BRADFORD CANTERBURY CHICHESTER • CONCORD DEERING • DUMBARTON




Report of the Capital Mutual Aid






Chief Coordinator: Dick Wright
Telephone 603-225-8988
Fax: 603-228-0983
Page 2 (2007 Annual Report)
through the budget this year. ]"he regional concept oi' providing emergency fire and rescue
services and sharing of the support costs continues to be the most economical method ol'
supplying these ser\ ices in our communities.
The Compact Training Committee chaired by Assistant Chief Dick. Pistey for tlie la.st 22 years,
with members Chief Keith Gilbert. Chief George Ashford, and Deputy Chief Peter Angwin
assisted all departments in hosting at least one mutual aid training exercise during the year.
Mutual aid drills involve severaJ departments and lest the system capabilities in fire suppression,
emergency medical, mass casualty, rescue, hazardous materials, incident management, and
personnel safety. We thank the Training Committee for their continuing support to the Compact.
The Central New Hampshire Ha/Mal Team, representing 55 communities in Capital Area and
Lakes Region mutual aid systems continues to train and responds to hazardous materials
incidents in our combined coverage area. The team operates with three response units and will
welcome personnel interested in becoming active members. Wc appreciate and thank the team
members tor tlieir dedication in providing lliis important emergency service.
Lastly, I am very pleased that so many member communities have seen fit to distribute the
Capital Area Fire Compact annual reports to their residents as pan of their own Town/City
Reports or by other means. Hopefully, this leads to a better understanding of how some of yoiu-
emergency ser\ ices function on a day to day basis.
We encourage all departments to send representatives and actively participate in all Compact
meetings. Your input is needed on all issues and your members need lo be informed of Compact
activities and planning.
Thanks to all departments for your great cooperation.
Please contact any Compact officer or the Chief Coordinator if we may be of assistance.
'ibicL Wnr.lit
Dick Wrieht, Chief Coordinator
CAPITAL ARF.A FTRF. COMPACT
105 LOUDON ROAD, BUILDING 1, CONCORD, NH 03301
ALLENSTCWN • BOSCAWEN BOW • BRADFORD CAt>JTERBURY CHICHESTER • CONCORD • PEERING DUNBARTON
EPSOM • HENNKER • HOOKSETT HOPKIN^ON LOUDON • NORTHWOOD • PEMBROKE • PiTTSFIELD SAJSBURY
WARNER WEBSTER
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Report of the Forest Fire Warden
Year 2007 began with business as usual. Preparation for the spring fire season began in late February. Tools
and vehicles were prepped in anticipation of a busier than usual fire season due to the lack of snow cover.
Warden Paul Sanborn, Deputy Wardens Walter Sanborn, John Prickett Chris Drew and Mike Paveglio retired
from the Fire Service in March. The Board of Selectmen approved my appointment in April. It is with mixed
emotions that I took this position. I was honored when Paul asked me to assume the duties of Town Fire
Warden; however a 102 year family tradition for the Sanborn's has been broken. A member of the Sanborn
family has served as the Town Warden since 1915. I would like to thank Paul Sanborn for thirty-three years of
service and Walter Sanborn for an amazing fifty years of service! I would also like to thank Mike Paveglio,
Chris Drew and John Prickett for their 17, 20 and 25 years of service, respectively.
We also fulfilled the VFA Grant awarded by the Forest Protection Bureau, and approved at Town Meeting, for
the skid unit. This unit was placed in service in May. h provides the Fire Department with the ability to bring
tools, water and hose into the woods with the Kawasaki Mule ATV. It also provides a means of transporting
injured people from the woods with a backboard or stokes basket. The Department also began outfitting the 2
1/2 ton Forestry vehicle with lights, a tank donated by Loudon Fire Department and a pump. The Board of
Selectmen approved additional impact fees this fall to purchase tools and hose to complete outfitting the
vehicle. Forestry 3 will be in service for the spring fire season 2008.
The Town of Chichester was awarded another VFA Grant, to purchase Indura cotton overpants for every
member of the Fire Department, by the Forest Protection Bureau late last year. In November, we were awarded
a 50% matching funds grant. We were very fortunate to receive this grant. Typically there is a three year
waiting period in which an agency does not receive additional grant monies. I respectfully request your support
of the Warrant Article for the purchase of the Indura cotton overpants. The overpants will complete the
Personal Protective Ensemble for wildland firefighting. Currently the Department issues Nomex shirts,
hardhats, eye protection and gloves to each member, funded through the normal budget process.
The Board of Selectmen also approved the appointment of Matt Cole and George Cooper as Deputy Wardens.
They look forward to serving the Town in their new capacity.
The Warden and Deputy Wardens issued 92 Seasonal permits, 79 Brush permits, 2 Commercial permits, 5
Warnings and responded to 8 smoke investigations and 3 brush fires.




Stephen D. Stock, Warden
^o<^
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Report of the State Forest Fire Warden and Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands
work collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland tires in New Hampshire. To help us assist
you. please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to dctcnninc if a permit is required before
doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning
unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire
department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 or www.des.statc.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning
requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more
infonnation please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-22 14, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity was very busy during the spring of the 2007, particularly late April into early May. As the forests
and fields greened up in later May the fire danger decreased. However, a very dry late summer created very
high fire danger again from August into September, with fire danger reaching very high on Labor Day weekend.
Even with the dry conditions, the acreage burned was less than half that of 2006. The largest forest fire during
the 2007 season burned approximately 26 acres on the side of Wantastiquct Mountain in Chesterfield during the
month of May. Our statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers is credited with keeping most fires small and
saving several structures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. Many homes in New
Hampshire arc located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes and flammable wildland
fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2007 season threatened structures, a constant reminder that forest
fires bum more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to
their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining
adequate green space around your home free of flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner
recommendations are available at www.firewise.org .
Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
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Report of the State Forest Fire Warden and Forest Ranger (continued)
2007 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 8, 2007)
(Figures do not include fires on the White Mountain N ational Forest)
COUNTY STATISTICS
Report of Road Agent
In the past year the highway department has been very busy. We have spent a lot of time getting ready for the
Center Road project. Time well spent. We got together with CLD and did some up grades to the road at no
extra cost to the town. The trees were cut along the roadway, ditches were added, and all culverts were replaced
along the road. A new com span was added and we hope to pave it this coming year.
We had a very busy spring with the big rains. These storms had a cost of $34,696.85 that was used from the
highway budget, and the town got $27,063.55 back from FEMA. This was put back in the town general fund.
Our summer ditching came up a little short about 3 miles. We should be able to make this up in the coming
year. Ditching is harder to estimate because you don't really know how it's going to go until you start digging.
Smith Sanborn Road needed to have some blasting done as the ledge was right on the edge of the road.
Please make a note of our new e-mail address. We made the switch from dial-up. The new sander rack was
constructed this fall and works great. All the equipment is being maintained and in great working order.
This year ended with record setting snow fall.
Congratulations to Carol Raymond for completing all the required courses and achieving Master Road Scholar.
Gilbert Vien has achieved Road Scholar II. Thank you to John Colbert for helping out the department when we
needed you. Also many thanks goes to Bud Mayville for his dedication to the Road Agent, we all appreciate
you.
2008 should be a very productive year. We will be completing our first cycle of ditching. We hope to grind
and pave where needed and continue to grade and maintain culverts and bridges. We hope to keep the
momentum going to get our roads in shape. We all knew it wasn't going to happen over night, but I think we
all can agree we are on the right track and need to keep moving steadily forward.






Snow Plowing: The Town of Chichester begins plowing when the snow has accumulated 2 to 3 inches. After
roads are clear, sanding and salting will begin.
Plow Routes: Each plow route is approximately 15 miles long and takes 3 to 4 hours to cover. This means if
plowing started when there was 2 inches of snow on the road, by the time the vehicle finishes the route, 3 or 4
hours later, there is the potential for up to 6 inches of snow on the road again, at the start of the route. Therefore,
during a heavy snowstorm, at times, there will be snow on the roads.
Freezing Rain Storms: It is important to note that salt or sand is less effective if applied before the rain stops.
There is little the Chichester Highway Department can do during a winter freezing rainstorm. Salt and sand will
be applied to the roads sparingly during the freezing rain and more aggressively as needed once the storm is
over.
Clean Road: The Town of Chichester does not have a clean road policy, therefore it is possible that not all
roads will be kept completely clear of snow and therefore caution is advised for winter driving. Salt will be
used sparingly. The dirt roads will be sanded, but as long as there is ice under the sand, instant stops are
impossible.
Mailboxes: The Town of Chichester does not replace damaged mailboxes. The Road Agent should be
contacted for proper placement of mailboxes.
Trash Placement: The Town of Chichester participates in the BCEP Solid Waste Facility located in the Town
of Pittsfield. The Town does not offer curbside pickup. Trash and trash receptacles should not be placed in the
Town's right-of-way. The Town will not be responsible for damage to trash receptacles or trash cleanup as a
result of it obstructing snow removal.
Parked Vehicles: No vehicle shall be parked on the Town's right-of-way, from the start of precipitation, until
48 hours after the storm ends. The Town reserves the right to tow parked vehicles at the owner's expense. The
Town is not liable for damages incurred to vehicles parked in the Town's right-of-way. RSA 23 1 :92-a
Adopted: January 29, 2008 Effective: January 29, 2008
^LJauid L^oibert
David Colbert, Chairman






(effective November 18, 1997)
The Board of Selectmen hereby determines that it shall be unlawful to plow snow across or into any roadway in





Chichester Board of Selectmen
Jlieodore v^aiieu
Theodore Bailey
Report of the Historical Society
The Chichester Historical Society meets every Tuesday morning from 9:00 until noon to handle business items
and to work on the various projects designed to complete our mission of identifying and preserving landmarks,
documents, artifacts and other items of historical interest to the town, to keep alive our heritage and to support
education about the history of Chichester, in addition to our weekly meeting we hold bimonthly meetings
presenting programs relating to the history of Chichester. The Chichester Historical Society was established in
1971 and was accepted as a Town Organization by vote of the town meeting in 1996. All are welcome and
encouraged to attending our meetings and programs. Our bimonthly programs are available at the Museum
located in the Community Building (the old fire station) or by contacting any of the Society officers. Our Web
Site www.chichestemh.org , created by Fred Shaw, is updated frequently and contains information regarding
the Society and it ongoing programs. A bimonthly newsletter is published and a copy can be obtained at the
Museum or contact us to be put on the mailing list. Officers for 2007 were: President - Richard Pratt; Vice
President Bemdt Reinhardt; Secretary - Fred Shaw; Treasurer - Elizabeth Collins; Curator - Barbara
Frangione.
Pamela Smith, a local artisan, created a replica of the Grand Drape and on January 28, 2007 a dedication
ceremony was held at the Grange Hall unveiling the Grand Drape. The cost of the project was through the
generosity of many patrons, local business and organizations. This concluded a joint project of the Chichester
Grange and Chichester Historical Society which began over a year ago. Restoration experts were contacted
who examined the original curtain and determined that restoration was not feasible. We were fortunate to
obtain the skills of Pam Smith in creating the replica of the curtain. The original curtain has been preserved and
is stored in Grange Hall.
The 250"" Anniversary Quilt has been on display at the Historical Museum for several years and it was felt that
more of the townspeople could enjoy it if it were at the Library. An expert from the New Hampshire Historical
Society, Wesley Baylor, advised us as to the proper method to display and preserve the quilt. Bemdt Reinhardt
of the Society built the frame and the quilt now hangs at the Chichester Library.
We continued our restoration and preservation of Thunder Bridge. Capital Reserve Funds were previously set
aside for this project. We obtained several bids for painting of the bridge. A local contractor was selected and
we were able to realize substantial savings over the original estimates for the project. Painting of the bridge has
been completed and should last for many years. In addition, a new railing has been installed similar to the
original and a picnic table is available for all to enjoy. We plan in the future to put up an informational kiosk
outlining the history of the bridge and adjacent mill.
Again this year the third graders from Chichester Central School visited our museum and participated in a
scavenger hunt through the museum. We find this is an interesting and challenging ways to present
Chichester's history to our children.
We continued working on projects to record and store information regarding the artifacts at the Museum. We
are photographing each artifact and entering information regarding the artifact into our computer. This will not
only preserve information regarding the artifact but also facilitate research. In addition to Museum artifacts
members of the Society are photographing and recording the gravestones in all the cemeteries of Chichester.
This information is also being stored in our computer.
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Report of the Historical Society (continued)
The Society hosted several interesting programs. In January we heard about Chichester's Fire Department both
past and present. In March we enjoyed first hand reports from some students in the one room schoolhouses of
Chichester. The May meeting was a "show and tell" of special keepsakes we had stashed away. July took us
on a very interesting field trip to Sanborn Mills in Loudon. Our second annual Harvest Celebration was held in
September. Our meeting in November challenged us to identify mystery photos of locations around Chichester.
We are always interested in obtaining photographs and artifacts relating to Chichester's history. Original
documents and photographs can be scanned and the originals returned to you. Due to limited space we may not
be able to accept everything but feel free to contact us if you have items which you feel might be of interest.
We are very grateflil for the support we have received from individuals and organizations this year. We look









Report of the Library
The library is looking very historic with Chichester's bicentennial quilt hanging on the north wall. We are so
glad to have it back in the library; it truly makes the library look comfortable and welcoming. Thank you to the
Historical Society for putting it up and letting us display it.
Our three trustees' have done an amazing job running the used book store during the summer months. The store
has been closed for the winter due to renovations. Countless hours have been spent sorting, pricing and selling
used books. We appreciate so much all the donations and the volunteer help we have received to make these
book sales possible.
Peg Haskctt, a trustee for many years, retired in 2007. The library thanks Peg very much for her years of hard
work and her love of the library. Lucille Noel is our new trustee and she has certainly worked hard this past
year learning and helping out at the library.
The library is getting a reputation in art circles as a wonderfiil place to show the art of various individuals in the
local area. We not only display their art for a month, but we have encouraged them to put on a reception. The
receptions have been well attended and brought artists and art lovers from far and near.
The library hosted a Summer Reading Program Contest. The participants were required to read and keep track
of hours spent reading. The goal was to collectively read 1,500 hours. The youth and children in town beat this
goal and read 1,678 hours. The librarian is very proud of each one.
Using the money from the book sales, the library hired storyteller, Simon Brooks for an evening of great
entertainment. We also hosted a Lego contest during the summer, which worked out so well that we will
probably do it again. We showed Al Gores film "An Inconvenient Truth" at the Grange Hall.
A local writer's group also met weekly during the summer months at the library. The library is hosting an adult
reading group at the library that meets the first Monday of the month. All are welcome. This is a very friendly
and interesting group. Refreshments are served and a good time is always had by all.
There is a second reading group in town that meets in people's homes. All are welcome to attend that group as
well. Call the library if you are interested in either of these groups.
The library is hosting a parent led preschool reading program. We meet every Tuesday at 10:30.
stories, a craft, snack and a lot of fiin.
We have 2
Although we are a small library with limited shelf space, we try to have books that our patrons want and if we
don't have them we will try to locate borrow them from other libraries. We appreciate your recommendations
and patronage.
The library is always in need of volunteers for various duties. If you have time to share during the month drop
in to see the librarian or talk to one of the trustees. We would love to have you join us !!







Explanation by line item
Line item 1: (Salary) An annual increase of S2,000. This is part of a long-range goal, set by the trustees in 1998 to
bring the librarian's salary from $600 per year to a competitive level. The annual increase of $1,500 is calculated to
make the salary competitive. We also increased this line item by an additional $500 to pay individuals who cover for
the librarian during vacations, training and illnesses.
Line item 2: (Medicare/Social Security) Increase of $124.00 due to the salary increase.
Line item 3: (Education) This line allows the librarian to attend courses relating to her job.
Line item 4: (Programs/Family Passes) A decrease of $300. This line item is for expenses incurred for library
sponsored programs and for the purchase of family passes to local attractions. Shaker Village $100 and the
Planetarium $200 and for programs at the libraiy.
Line item 5: (Supplies)An increase of $200.00. This line item is for office supplies and paper items. The cost of toners
and ink cartridges for the printers and copiers are very high, thus the increase.
Line item 6: (Postage)
Line item 7: (Equipment) Decrease of $300.00. This line item is used for the purchase and repair of
equipment such as copiers, and purchasing items such as furniture and shelving. We purchased smaller copier
machines in 2006 so there will be no repairs to the large copier we used to have.
Line item 8: (Telephone) Decrease of $100.00.
Line item 9: (Building Maintenance) Decrease of $500.00 The trustees do not have a major project planned for 2008.
Line item 10: (Electricity) Increase of $300.00. Money was cut from last year's budget and the 2007 expenses went
over budget.
Line item 1 1 : (Heating Fuel) Decrease of $300.00. The last 2 years our prepaid fiiel has been under the $2500.00.
Line item 12: (State Library Services)
Line item 13: (Printing/Advertising)
Line item 14: (Computer Services) This line item is for computer repairs, maintenance of the database, and
related services including programming. We are very fortunate to have a patron that has been helping us with all
computer related problems.
Line item 15: (Dues)
Line item 16: (Collection Development) This line item is for the purchase of books, videos, audios,
encyclopedias, reference materials and magazine subscriptions. No increase, just a reallocation of the funds.
Line item I 7: Decrease of $100.00 (Collection preservation, maintenance and repair)
Summary: This proposed 2008 budget reflects an increase over 2007 of $924.00 which is a 2.09% increase.
This increase is mainly the $2000 for the salary increase and the $1,096.00 reduction of other line items. The
library Trustees feel that the library is a very necessary medium for the town, a place for people to not only gain





























Report of the Recreation Commission
The Parks and Recreation Commission continues to monitor and oversee the use of Carpenter Park to ensure it's
safe and proper usage. The Commission is continually pleased with the Chichester Youth Association's
conscientious efforts to ensure that it's recreational programs using Carpenter Park, which include a full Soccer
program for over 120 children as well as their extensive Baseball and Softball programs, are organized and
conducted in a manner to ensure the Parks safe usage and it's well maintained upkeep. It is also very pleasing
to have such a well organized and well attended Old Home Day event put on by the Old Home Day Committee.
Carpenter Park is certainly well used and enjoyed by a great many of our adult residents as well as hundreds of
the Town's children over the course of the year!
This year the Parks and Recreation Commission renewed it's efforts to complete a long range recreational
'master plan' for the Town of Chichester. Several meetings were held last fall by the Commission, along with
representatives from the Conservation Commission and the School Board, to plan and organize a public forum
which was held on December P'' 2007. at the Chichester Central School. The forum was well attended by
many townspeople and has provided the Commission with very valuable information and input which will be
used to complete the Recreational Master Plan by the summer of 2008. The comprehensive Recreational
Master Plan will address the active and passive recreation needs of adults and children of the community for a
ten year period. The Plan shall include any recommendations for additions and upgrades to parks, facilities and
programs that are determined to be needed from the community's input and a capital improvement program to
facilitate Plan implementation.
Until such time as the Town's Recreational Master Plan is completed there will be no major recreational
improvements or upgrades planned for Carpenter Park or any other Town properties. The Parks and Recreation
Commission does present a Warrant Article this year which requests funds for some necessary repairs and









Report of the Cemetery Trustees
The cemetery budget continues to remain stable. Dignified Cemetery services were awarded the contract to
maintain the Chichester cemeteries for the 2008 season. Mark Hubbard of Dignified Cemetery Services
remained within his projected budget last year and was able to accomplish all of the contracted work and was
able to accomplish some restorations with direction from the Cemetery Trustees. Mr. Hubbard and his crew
have done an exceptional job maintaining the cemeteries, and working with the Cemetery Trustees to prioritize
unexpected work and repairs.
The fence at Leavitt Cemetery needed to be repaired several times this past year because of damaged caused by
falling trees and branches from bordering property. The Trustees have contracted with Cartographic Associates
inc. to begin the process of remapping Leavitt cemetery. There have been some volunteers working in the
cemeteries this year and as always, we appreciate their hard work and dedication. We ask that all volunteers
meet with or contact Cemetery Trustees for supervision and direction around any work that is being done in the
cemeteries. This will assist the Trustees in keeping track of the extra work that is being done.
The budget for the maintenance of the town and private cemeteries remains the same this year. We look forward
to working with volunteers, Mr. Hubbard and his crew again this year to keep the cemeteries in Chichester
maintained and in good repair.
The Trustees continue to advocate for volunteers to adopt cemeteries and to assist with planning restorations of







Report of Chichester Grange #132
Chichester Grange continues to meet on the first and third Wednesdays of each month to socialize, learn, share
tasty food, and plan ways to do good things. Ongoing projects include hosting the Annual Awards Night, caring
for Memorial Park, helping with Chichester Old Home Day, fiinding animals for Heifer International, and
presenting dictionaries to third graders in four local schools.
At the Awards Night, the Grange honored a Community Citizen, Policeman, Educator, Postal Worker, Youth,
and Business for their contributions to making the Chichester, Epsom, and Pittsfield area a good place to live.
Recipients really appreciated the thanks and recognition.
Four tubs of beautiful flowers planted by Barbara Frangione stood on freshly spread mulch in Memorial Park.
Lilacs, daffodils, and other plantings also added beauty around the Ray Munsey memorial tree and bench. A
faithfiil crew of Grange volunteers watered things throughout the summer to keep them growing.
Participating in monthly committee meetings. Grangers continued their historical involvement in the Chichester
Old Home Day celebration. They joined Jaan Luikmil and other community people to help produce an exciting
"Pioneer Days" event in August.
Grangers and others turned in empty aluminum cans for recycling to raise fiinds for Heifer International to
purchase animals for people in developing areas of the world. This project enables us to share our prosperity
and good fortune with others.
Having completed the original five-year commitment to present free dictionaries to third graders in Bamstead,
Chichester, Epsom, and Pittsfield, we have arranged ftjnding to continue this popular effort. The first recipients
are now in high school, and we are starting with another class. An annual tour to the Grange Hall by Chichester
third graders together with the dictionary presentations builds public awareness of the Grange.
An exciting new project this year linked the Grange with the Chichester Historical Society and many private
donors to fund Pam Smith's new painted stage curtain at the Grange Hall. An historical advertisement curtain
was skillfiilly restored as well, and three curtains too damaged for effective repair were placed in storage. Local
volunteers aided Vermont "Curtains Without Borders" ladies in this effort.
Of course, the Grange continued its support for the Red Cross, the local food pantry, the NH Food Bank, the
State Grange Educational Loan Fund, and many such worthy causes. Annual donations helped with State and
National Grange programs and projects as well. Members reported contributing many hours of community
service work in the local area.
Within the Grange Hall itself, improvements included a new electric kitchen range In spite of the cost of the
new range and the necessary wiring, annual soup suppers, fiind raising meals, and other food events will benefit
in the long run.
Grangers continued to enjoy a Youth Night, Home Economics Night, and all the other programs. The annual
"Eat Out" in July drew nearly half the Grange membership to the Cat 'n Fiddle Restaurant in Concord for great
food and sociability. Then this fall exhibits won prizes at Stratham, Hopkinton, and Deerfield Fairs, providing
publicity for our Grange and prize money to help with community projects.
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Report of Chichester Grange #132 (continued)
Clarice Constant, Scott Edmunds, and Edgar Rccd all received 80-year membership awards, tributes to long
service and evidence of our members' longevity. On the downside, we suffered the loss of longtime members
Eleanor Ambs and Frances Weeks, both of whom passed away in September. Our active membership ranges
from 26 years of age to the mid-90's, and more new members are needed.
Our Secretary has been reelected to a second two-year term as National Grange Chaplain, the Lecturer
continues as Editor of the Granite State Granger, and the Master is a State Grange Deputy. This past summer
the Master was a member of the winning Youth Drill Team in competition at the Northeast Youth Rally in
Nashua. In addition, she made a big change in her personal life in that she and Marty Boisvert, our newest
rd,
member, were married on November 3 !
The members of Chichester Grange are a friendly, supportive group, whether by attending meetings,
participating in projects, promptly paying their dues, or making generous monetary donations. Reaching its





The Grange adapts traditional values ofthefarm, family, and community
to the needs ofan evolving modern society.
This has created a social community service organization dedicated
to a better quality oflife based on the values that made America great.
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Report of the UNH Cooperative Extension: Merrimack County
For 93 years, UNH Cooperative Extension, the public outreach arm of the University of New Hampshire, has
engaged New Hampshire residents with a broad variety of non-formal educational offerings. One in four
Merrimack County residents took advantage of at least one Extension program last year.
We offer programs in parenting, family finances, food safety, home gardening, 4-H (including clubs, camps,
special interest programs and after school programs) for children and teens, nutrition education for low-income
families, and acculturation for refligee families. We respond to the needs of forest landowners, commercial
farmers, niche growers, farmers' markets, and many other groups.
Merrimack County Extension educators also work extensively with towns and school districts, organizing and
advising after-school programs, helping school and town groundskeepers maintain athletic fields, landscaped
areas, and town forests. We provide guidance to community boards on current use, timber tax law, and other
land use issues. We also help social service agencies plan programs and stay current with the latest research and
best practices.
Our county staff participate—and sometimes take leadership roles—in many state and local coalitions, among
them the Franklin Asset Building Coalition, Concord Asset Building Coalition, the Concord Substance Abuse
Coalition, the Timberland Owners Association, N.H. Farm and Forest Exposition board, Ausbon Sargent Land
Trust outreach committee, N.H. Association for Infant Mental Health, the state Marriage and Family Advisory
Board, and the N.H. Volunteer Administrators Association.
Merrimack County Extension provides fact-sheet notebooks to all town libraries and our educators are often a
guest ofWPTL Radio (107.7 FM), which offers information to residents throughout the station's listening area.
UNH Cooperative Extension operates a statewide toll-free Info Line at our Family, Home & Garden Education
Center, staffed Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., and 5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday
evenings. The number for the Info Line is 1-877-398-4769. Last year, the Info Line handled more than 684
requests from Merrimack County residents.
Finally, UNH Extension trains and supports over 4,300 volunteers: 4-H leaders, master gardeners, wildlife
coverts, community tree stewards, water quality monitors and others, who extend the reach of Extension
programs into many domains of New Hampshire life. If volunteer opportunities interest you, please call
Merrimack County Extension Office at 225-5505 or 796-2151, or stop by the office at
315 Daniel Webster Highway in Boscawcn next to the County Nursing Home on Route 3.
Extension also distributes a wide range of information from our Web site: www.extension.unh.edu.
"Never doubt that a small group ofthoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world;




Report of the B.C.E.P. Solid Waste District
The Committee has avoided increasing taxes for the 9th consecutive year, 200S. While each town's share has changed
slightly do to population changes, the total taxes collected by the District haven't increa.sed since 1999. Prices For
recyclables .stayed strong during 2007, resulting in a cash surplus of $59,024.97.
In late August, 2007 the District received a visit from the Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Weights & Measures, in
response to a citizen complaint. The citizen apparently felt he had been over charged $1 .60, as the scale weight was 201bs
above what he believed was accurate. During the visit. Weights & Measures compliance personnel found several
practices at the District were in violation of their administrative rules. The District has changed its operations to comply
with their rules, to the best of our knowledge. However, one of the rules prevents the District from using its scales to
weigh loads under 200 lbs, even though the scales are certified accurate in 20 lb increments by Weights & Measures. The
result of compliance with this rule is a potential loss of revenue to the District of, worst case, SI 00,000.00 per year. While
we held the 2008 budget flat, the impact is no facility improvements, no fiirther landfill closure activity, deferred
maintenance and reduced raises for the staff. 2008 will be the last year of no tax increases unless the District can get the
rule modified.
To that end, the District Administrator has met with the previous and new Commissioner's of Agriculture, as well as the
Director and other personnel from Weights & Measures. They all appear unreceptive to providing any relief to the
District. The District Committee has engaged legal counsel as well as a legislative advocate and, while continuing to
work with the Department of Agriculture, will also review and pursue all legal and legislative remedies available. As
stated before, if the District is unable to get some relief from the rule, the 2009 District Budget will reflect a hefty increase
in taxes.
Comments from the public are always welcome. The District Committee meets the last Thursday of each month (except
Nov. & Dec.) at the District facility at 7:00 PM. The Public is invited.
Tonnage Comparisons 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
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23 Bow Mills Road
Center Barnstead, NH 03225
Appointment Expires 3/31/08
Robert G. Goode (C) 269-2213
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Andrew Houle (A) 435-8320
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B.C.E.P. SoUd Waste District
PO Box 426 -115 i^aconia Road - Pittsfield. NH 03263-0426
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For the year ensuing, January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008
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This is a true copy ofthe 2008 Adopted Budget ofthe RCEP. Solid Waste District as adopted







B.C.E.P Solid Waste District Committee
This is a true copy ofthe 2008 budget ofthe B.C. E.P. Solid Waste District, attest:
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSfflRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER, QUALIFIED
TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chichester Central School in said District on the 8th day of
March, 2008 at 9:00 o'clock in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass any vote
relating thereto.
2. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District. The School Board recommends $5,150,541. This article does not include
appropriations voted in other articles on this Warrant.
School Board Recommends approval
3. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the cost items set forth in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Chichester School Board and the Chichester Teachers' Association
for the 2008/09, 2009/10, 20 10/ 11 fiscal years which calls for the following increases and benefits:
2008/09
CHICHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER, QUALIFIED
TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall in said District on the 1 Ith day of March. 2008 at
10:00 in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 10:00 A.M. and will close not earlier than 7:00 P.M.
All other School District business to be conducted at the regular School District meeting as otherwise
posted.
th



























































































































































REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
















Local Revenue Other Than Taxes
Earnings on Investments
Lunch Sales
Voted from Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes
Other Local Sources
Total School Revenues & Credits
Notes
Minutes of the Chichester School District Meeting
March 11,2007
The annual meeting of the Chichester School District began at 9:05 A.M. in the Multi-Purpose Room of Chichester
Central School on March 10, 2007, presided over by School District Moderator Paul Twomey. There were approximately
60 people at the time the meeting opened, but eventually as many as 85 (possibly a bit more) people were in attendance.





School Administrative Unit #53 Assistant Superintendent-
Peter Warburton
Chichester Central School Principal:
Pamela Stiles
Chichester School District Clerk:
Gloria Nardini
Mr. Twomey then reminded all that only registered voters of Chichester could speak and vote at the meeting; but
requested that Mr. Warburton be allowed to speak if he had information pertinent to the discussions. This motion was
made by Doug Hall, seconded by Kate Mara and passed by a voice vote.
Moderator Twomey had all in attendance stand for the Pledge of Allegiance followed by a moment of silence to thank
those who have given us our freedom to rule ourselves. He then quickly went over the Moderator's proposed rules for
conducting this meeting. Steve MacCleery motioned to adopt these rules. Sally Kelly seconded the motion and the
motion passed with a voice vote.
Article 1 : TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR OFFICERS CHOSEN, AND
TO PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Principal Stiles gave a report on the state of the school. Her main point was showing how the school had
progressed on the state tests. She also explained some of the new programs that had been introduced into
the school.
Article 2: TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE
SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR SCHOOL
DISTRICT OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS
OF THE DISTRICT. THE SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS $5,018,704. THIS ARTICLE DOES
NOT INCLUDE APPROPRIATIONS VOTED IN OTHER ARTICLES ON THIS WARRANT.
Benjamin Brown explained how this particular budget came about, showing where some money was being
saved or not needed from last year's budget and the increases the school board felt were necessary. It was
then noticed that the sum of money asked for in the warrant was not the same as the actual bottom line on
the Town Report. The board members agreed that the warrant showed the sum before changes had been
made and was wrong. David Colbert asked that the warrant be amended to the actual $5,030,758.00 on the
bottom line. This was seconded by Jason Weir and agreed to by voice vote.
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Minutes of the Chichester School District Meeting
March 11, 2007 (continued)
Article 2 as amended:
TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE
SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALAARIES AND BENEFITS FOR SCHOOL
DISTRICT OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS
OF THE DISTRICT. THE SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS $5,030,758.00. THIS ARTICLE DOES
NOT INCLUDE APPROPRIATIONS VOTED IN OTHER ARTICLES ON THIS WARRANT.
The discussion over the budget consisted mainly of people asking for clarification about certain lines; such
as why such a budget line was showing a certain increase or decrease. There was still discussion about
what the future would be like for the present year 4* grade. Unless many new children showed up before
September, this class would remain self contained with only one teacher but would be placed in the middle
school rotation when they became 6"^ graders. John Saturley motioned to accept the proposed budget asked
for in Article 2 amended. Steve MacCleery seconded that motion.
MOTION PASSES BY A VOICE VOTE
Article 3: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE $3,000.00 TO BE ADDED
TO THE TECHNOLOGY REPLACEMENT TRUST FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED FOR THE
PURPOSE OF REPLACING UNUSABLE AND/OR OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT AND
SOFTWARE IN THE DISTRICT'S SCHOOLS.
There was little discussion on this article. Again, mostly people wanting clarification of exactly what this
article entailed. Judy Iriana made the motion to accept this article and it was seconded by David Pinckney.
When the voice vote was called there was no obvious choice between the yeas or nays, so a show of cards
was asked for.
MOTION PASSES BY A SHOW OF CARDS
Article 4: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF UP TO
$10,000.00 FROM SURPLUS, TO BE ADDED TO THE SPECIAL EDUCATION TRUST FUND
PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF UP TO $10,000.00
FROM THE JUNE 30, 2007 FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE.
Again, clarification was asked on this motion. The school board members explained that at this time they
had no idea of how much money might be left from the 2006/07 budget. If there were a surplus they would
like to put as much as they had up to the sum of $10,000.00 into this fixnd. It was explained that it would be
nice to just give the surplus back to the citizens to lower their taxes. The Board hesitates to do this and
wants this trust fund because of all the mandated policies the District must pay for if a child that needs
special education moves into town. This is the way that the Board can help insure that other programs
would not be impacted or sores just cancelled if such a thing should happen. Holly MacCleery motioned
that a vote be taken on this article. Norm Larochelle seconded the motion. Again, when the voice vote was
called, no determination could be made, so a show of cards was asked for.
MOTION PASSES WITH A SHOW OF CARDS
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Minutes of the Chichester School District Meeting
March 11, 2007 (continued)
Articles: TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS EMBRACED IN
THE WARRANT.
There was just a general consensus of all assembled to pass over this article until the balloting on Tuesday,
March 1 3 at 10:00 A.M.
Article 6: TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID MEETING.
Tom Jameson and Jason Weir discussed the possibility of having a budget committee. Hannah West
congratulated the assembly for being efficient. Lou Barker thanked the school for their help to the
Chichester Youth Association. Holly MacCleery made the motion to have the meeting adjourned and it was
seconded by Tim Bond.
MOTION PASSES BY VOICE VOTE
MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT 1 1 : 1 5 A.M
The polls were opened at 10:00 A.M. by Town Moderator Douglas Hall for the purpose of voting.
The polls were closed at 7:00 P.M. and ballots were counted with the following results:
SCHOOL BOARD Benjamin Brown 3 years
TREASURER Brianne Stone 1 year
CLERK No Candidate 1 year
MODERATOR No Candidate 1 year





Annual Report of the Chichester School District
School Board
NANCY FRAHER Term Expires 2008
JOHN POIRIER Term Expires 2009
BENJAMIN BROWN Term Expires 2010
Superintendent of Schools
Thomas Haley



















































































School Administrative Unit #53
Report of the Superintendent
In her recent Inaugural Address, the newly appointed President of Harvard University, Drew Faust, shared the
following story with her listeners:
"Last week I was given a hrown manila envelope that had been entrusted to the University Archives in 1951 by
James B. Conant, Harvard's 23''' president. He left instructions that it should be opened by the Harvard
president at the outset ofthe next century 'and not before. ' 1 broke the seal on the mysterious package to find a
remarkable letter from my predecessor. It was addressed to 'My Dear Sir. ' Conant wrote with a sense of
imminent danger. He feared an impending World War 111 that would make the destruction of our cities,
including Cambridge, quite possible. 'We all wonder, ' he wrote, 'how thefree world is going to get through the
nextfifty years?'
President Faust went on to say that as Conant imagined Harvard's future, "he shifted from foreboding to faith. If
the 'prophets of doom' proved wrong, if there was a Harvard president alive to read his letter, Conant was
confident about what the university would be."
"Conant's letter," she said, "marks a dramatic intersection of the past with the ftiture. As in Conant's day, we
face uncertainties in the world that give us sound reason for disquiet. But we too maintain an unwavering belief
in the purposes and potential of the university and in all it can do to shape how the world will look another half
century from now."
Over the fifty-plus years since Dr. Conant penned his advice to the new Harvard president, all of us have seen
changes beyond imagining in our world and in our classrooms. The students of today live, think, learn, act, and
process information much differently than their counterparts of the 1950's. And, even though we will likely
continue to face new crises world-wide, we nonc-the-less have every reason to re-double our efforts to create
strategic, coherent learning systems for our schools as our students compete in a world where they will need to
be globally competent. As a community. Dr. Conant would urge us to provide our children with a school
system which continuously strives to be more than 'adequate to the times.' I believe this has always been
Chichester's goal, and urge that it remain so.
On a personal note, this year marks my fortieth as an educator, twentieth in SAU #53 and fourteenth as
superintendent. I will be retiring in July, 2008. It has been my honor to serve the Chichester District's children






Report of the School Board
Chichester Central School continues to be a source of educational excellence, as shown by being a New
Hampshire K-8 Excellence in Education finalist. The school board is proud of the achievements made by its
administration, faculty, staff, and students.
All critical areas of a well rounded educational facility can be seen through the various programs that
enables our students to succeed. This past year we saw things such as, the formal dedication of the
Frangione/Langmaid Memorial Field, the implementation of a New Houghton Mifflin Literacy Series for grades
3-6, and we became a part of a new state wide program called "Follow the Child". The implementation of a
new Middle School Mosaic Schedule, as well as total integration of RM Touchboard technology has put us on
the cutting edge. Our faculty and staff continue to participate in professional growth workshops and courses that
keep them up to date on trends in education. We are proud to say that our entire faculty is "Highly Qualified"
according to government standards. These are just a few of the many things that make us a school of quality.
The board continues to encourage members of the community to be involved in the educational progress
of our youth. We invite you to attend school board meetings, where we work to best serve the community.
Your input is always important to us. Without your support both financially and through your participation the
educational experience gained by our students would not be possible.
Respectfially submitted,
ijacncu IK <D J'raker
Nancy RB Fraher, Chair
Chichester School Board
Report of the Principal
""Learning Today for Our Tomorrow"
This past year has been one of change and growth for the Chichester Central School. Three exciting projects were entered
into, focusing on student achievement. Professional Development, and Wellness and Nutrition. Although separate in
nature, components of these three areas intertwined to create mechanisms that made it possible for us to "'Follow the
Child' in a comprehensive and meaningful way.
After an extensive search for a content-integrated literacy program, the staff determined that the Houghton-Mifflin series
fulfilled all of the requirements that had been established. Teachers in grades 3-6 worked together with the reading
teacher and the Houghton-Mifflin representative to formulate a plan for implementation. Coupled with the launch of this
new program, came an SAU-wide "Lasting Literacy" task force. Elementary Principals from the district met with past
students to collect data on the impact of early literacy habits on current achievement. The group also discussed strategies
to bolster the intrinsic appreciation for reading. Chichester, along with using our new literacy series, displayed posters
around the building of children who were "caught reading" and began an incentive program, "Tune Into Reading".
Recognizing that reading and writing go hand-in-hand, a new school-wide writing assessment system was instituted by the
language arts committee to measure and chart the progress of writing in the various genres.
Professional Development was rich, with various consultants meeting with staff to work on the writing process,
community building, and maximizing learning. Susan Fitzell shared her expertise on reaching the Reluctant Leame?"
Jennifer Jacobson met with teachers to work on the writing process for younger students; and, Maura Hart offered
suggestions and support in the area of community building. The $30,525 Egrant that was awarded to the school made it
possible for this extensive training to take place. Our staff was also introduced to the state's new data collection system.
Performance Pathways. This new tool will allow staff to use cumulative data to assist with student achievement
academically, socially/emotionally, and physically. Regular and Special Education staff are working with a consultant to
explore the best method for providing interventions and measuring student advancement. Response to Intervention (RTI)
will compliment the middle school mosaic schedule (which is being credited in part for fewer discipline referrals and
stronger student success) and address specific learning needs. Overall, our school made broad gains on the NECAP test,
but data revealed that our special education population did not meet the standard in reading. Using RTI and other research
based methods, we will utilize strategies to move our students ahead.
The food service department began a new program for parents called "Nutrikids", which makes it possible for parents to
monitor their child's food purchases and to make online pre-payments. The school enjoyed a "Recipe for Health" day,
during which time children took part in fun, physical activities; many raised money for diabetes in a school -sponsored
walk. The new snack program incorporated Fruity Friday's which encouraged students to purchase fresh fruit cups.
School-wide efforts such as "Fruit and Vegetable Week" were integrated into math, wellness, and guidance classes and
brought about an awareness for healthy eating.
On any given day, our 242 students may fmd themselves: being recognized at a Showcase of Excellence assembly,
attending a drumming class given by the artist-in-residence group Akxvaaba, collecting data in the outdoor classroom that
was formally dedicated in April, or using the technology writing stations located within the language arts classrooms. Co-
curricular activities such as basketball, soccer, baseball, cheering, cross country, drama, student council, band, yearbook,
and newspaper make it possible for children to take part in activities that spark creativity and develop character. The
Scholar Breakfast was attended by over 125 students in grades 3-8 who dedicated themselves to using the full allotment of
time on the NECAP test.
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We are thankful to the adults from the community who give their time to the school. Our PTO is active with the Welcome
Back Barbecue, Book Fair, Holiday Breakfast and Cook-Off. We thank Dusty Johnson for her service as PTO President
this past year and welcome Wendy Harrison who will assume the role for the 2007-2008 school year. We were very
pleased to welcome over 130 grandparents to our annual celebration of "Grandparents Day". Children were so excited to
introduce their teacher to their special guests and to spend a bit of time with them at lunch and recess. The volunteers that
give so many hours to our school play an important role in the overall development of children. The connections that are
made create lasting memories that will forever be a part of the elementary school experience. We thank Tammy Jameson
for the work that she does in organizing the volunteer "bank" and disseminating that information to staff. Members of the
Outdoor Classroom committee held a formal dedication of the Donald Frangione/Jiilia Langmaid Memorial Fields that
was attended by family and community members. Mr. Stephen Soreff represented the Commissioner of Education's
Office, Mrs. Jo Sanborn read a beautifial original poem, Mrs. Anne Lakeman presented gifts, and Mrs. Pam Stiles and
Mrs. Nancy Fraher made opening and closing remarks. Erick Orff, Wildlife Biologist from NH Fish and Game, presented
a workshop on "The Flora and Fauna of the NH Oak Pine Forest" that was held in the outdoor amphitheater area after the
formal dedication.
Recognized as a NH Excellence in Education K-8 School finalist, we are proud of the accomplishments of our students
and the support we receive from parents and the community. Our dedicated staff is committed to continually seeking out
research-based strategies that will make our school a place where children are happy, healthy, and excited about learning.








2007 Report of the School District Auditor
Brent W. Washburn, CPS, Prof. Assoc.
64 Hooksctt Turnpike Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301-8400
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL
REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED





I have audited the accompany financial statements of the governmental activities, the business type activities,
the aggregate discretely presented component units, each major flind, and the aggregate remaining information
of Chichester School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 2007, which collectively comprise the
Chichester School District basis financial statements and have issued my report thereon dated December 28,
2007. I conducted my audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued
by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing my audit, I considered the Chichester School District's internal control over
financial reporting as a basis for designing my auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing my opinions
on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing my opinions on the financial statements, but
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Chichester School District's internal
control over financial reporting. Accordingly, I do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Chichester
School District's internal control over financial reporting.
A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or employees,
in the normal course of performing their assigned fiinctions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely
basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely
affects the Chichester School District's ability to initiate, authorize, record, process, or report financial data
reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting principals such that there is more that a remote
likelihood that misstatement of the Chichester School District's financial statements that is more than
inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the Chichester School District's internal control.
A material weakness in significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in more
than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented or
detected by the Chichester School District's internal control.
My consideration of internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. I did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over
financial reporting that I consider to be material weakness as defined above.
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Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Chichester School District's financial statements
are free of material misstatements, I performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts, and grants, non-compliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those
provisions was not an objective of my audit, and accordingly, I do not express such an opinion. The results of
my tests disclosed no instances of non-compliance that are required to be reported under Government Auditing
Standards.
This report is intended for the information and use of the audit committee, management, others within the
organization. School Board, and federal awarding agencies and pass-through entities and is not intended to be
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
I extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the Chichester School District for their assistance during
the course of my audit.
&rent W lAJaJiLurn
Brent W. Washburn, CPA '
¥'
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Report of the School District Treasurer
For the Fiscal Year, July I, 2006 to June 30, 2007
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1 , 2006
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Received from Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid









Prepared by SAU #53
for the District Treasurer, Darlene Mcintosh
Summary Report of Special Education Expenditures & Revenues
In accordance with RSA 32:11 -a, the following summary represents actual special education



















Total Offsetting Revenues $ 135,656 $ 130,623
Notes:
> Actual expenditures represent a total of all designated special education budget categories. Services
provided through regular education categories cannot be accurately segregated.
> Adequate Education Aid paid in both fiscal years above contained various weighted stipends for those
students identified as having special needs. These cannot be accurately identified as a separate revenue
category.
Chichester School District Roster of Certified Personnel
For the Fiscal Year 2006/07
Position
Chichester School District Roster of Non-Certified Personnel
For the Fiscal Year 2006/07
Position
Chichester School District Statistical Reports
For the School Year Ending June 30, 2006
Half Days in Session 358
Total Enrollment 275
Average Daily Membership 249.5
Percentage of Attendance 96.3
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Sean A. Menard - Kindergarten
Nolan C. Sykcs - Kindergarten
Cassandra Bonacorsi - Grade 1
Leonard Scot Boston - Grade 1
Cole J. Hapgood Grade 1
Jaden A. Russell - Grade 1
Erica R. Eamcs - Grade 2
Alyssa A. Bras - Grade 3
Kyle T. Menard - Grade 3
Trever J. Russell - Grade 3
Stephanie A. Tumasz - Grade 5
Kristen N. Hartley - Grade 6
Derrick A. Heath - Grade 6
Mcrideth J. Tumasz - Grade 8
Chichester School District Enrollment
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DAVISON, K ram J
DAVISON, RICH.\RD J, JR,
DAWSON, JR„ RICHARD
DAY, DAISY H,
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MCRAE SR.. KENT-JETH R.
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ROUERTS. DONALD D. JR.
ROBERTS. CiRECiORY J.



























































































































































































































































S'\'KES. ROBERT G. JR
S"iXVESTER. FRANK
T-D CORPORATION
TDS TELECOM
TEMPLE. SCOTT E
TEPPER. E SCOTT
TEPPER. ERNEST
TEPPER. VALERIE
TH.Ajy. DEBORAH A.
THERI.JilJLT, PAUL&
THERI.AULT. SHAUNNA M.
THERIAULT. SHAWN
TIIERRIEN. MICHAEL J
THIBE.\ULT. EDWARD
THIBE.'^ULT. ROBERTA
THIBEAULT. SCOTT
THOMAS. JAMES S.
THOMAS. M.\RK S
THOMPSON. ELIZ.'VBErn
TIIORNE, CHRISTOPHER
THORNE. DAVID
TIERNAN. PATRICIA A.
TIMM. GIL
TIMM. TRILI
TINGLE^'. RODERICK
TITUS. EUGENE C
TOPOUZOGLOU, JOHN
TORREi'. ANTHONY
TORREi'. CARA LYNN
TObSIGNANT, JOHN
TOWLE. ALLAN MARTIN
TOWLE. BR.'SiDLEi'
TOWLE, JAMES D
1,00
1.30
5.10
2.00
0.30
2.00
1.00
3.50
15.00
32.60
46.10
3.06
2.30
2.00
6.15
4.29
118.20
0.00
2.00
5.10
5.10
4.17
8.20
1.40
5.17
25.00
0.00
5.80
1.30
. 25.00
0.00
45.20
0.15
1.70
0.00
3.35
7.93
7.68
7.78
4.00
4.00
2.00
2.30
20.80
4.90
10.40
9.60
13.60
2.10
1.67
1.70
2.00
20.00
2.10
52.20
17.48
8.27
1.90
0.52
1.90
48.20
2.90
5.20
0.32
14.60
12.00
6.12
20.70
65.600
83,300
93,800
66.000
33.700
71.500
60.000
4.200
79,900
25.800
3.S53 cu
72.800
98.000
65.000
76.900
80.700
46.277 cu
58,500
55.000
68.700
101.400
79.200
10,200
75,700
66,423 cu
76,400
"6,900
2,770 cu
3,600
141,200
79,600
71,200
71,700
71.800
92,700
88,300
"1,500
71.900
42.396 cu
T5.000
82.100
145.500
102,237 cu
694 cu
69,700
62,100
78,000
85,300
71.600
5.275 cu
146,900
64,200
64,500
50.400
51.600
3.428 cu
66.100
68.800
49.900
72.700
13.700
69.800
67,244 cu
65.600
83.300
263.500
190,700
131,1011
161.900
120,900
4.200
200.300
25.800
3.853
233.300
251.300
196.000
208.400
286.600
61.177
36.000
225,300
55,000
231,600
247,700
195,100
10,200
326.400
282,523
36.000
297,100
251,400
2,770
26.900
3.600
552.000
222.100
320.600
205,200
217.000
3,16.800
272.300
180,300
183,200
42,396
208,500
191.000
335.800
444,237
694
225,500
145.500
354.700
205.900
23S.100
5.275
416.900
64.200
236.900
139.700
51.600
3.428
153.600
224.700
149.100
228.200
13.700
207.900
124.744
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